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Subcommittee Charter
The NSCAT SWT Model Function Subcommittee will evaluate existing and new or propo

sed Ku-band model functions relating sigma-0 to vector winds and/or wind stress.  The evaluat
ion will consider the effects of other geophysical quantities (e.g., long waves, sea surface tempe
rature).  Emphasis will be placed on understanding and quantifying errors and error sources in 
the model function and the resulting error characteristics in the retrieved wind.  The evaluation 
must include both science and practical implementation issues.  As appropriate the subcommitt
ee will recommend and/or endorse changes in the model function and its error analysis.  The s
ubcommittee will also consider providing inputs to the project-sponsored verification and valid
ation activities.  On an occasional basis the subcommittee will evaluate plans for other NASA-f
unded, related (but not necessarily NSCAT-funded) field activities.
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Foreward

While wind scatterometry is a proven technique for measuring near-surface winds from space, 
it is an indirect technique requiring the use of a geophysical model relating the measured param
eter, sigma-0, to the wind.  Thus the accuracy of the inferred wind is dependent not only on the 
accuracy of the sigma-0 measurement (which falls within the purview of the radar engineer and
 which much be adequately defined for the geophysicists), but also on the accuracy of the geop
hysical model function.  A quantitative analysis of the accuracy of the estimated winds requires
 a detailed knowledge of the model function and its uncertainties.  Research since the developm
ent of the first Ku-band model function (known as SASS-1) has suggested that further refinem
ents of the model function are desirable.  To utilize scarce resources most effectively for model
 function refinement activities, it is appropriate to review the current state-of-the-art in Ku-band 
model function and, as users of the scatterometer data, make prioritized recommendations and s
uggestions for future model function refinement activities to support the NSCAT mission.
This second revision includes additional references and incorporates comments resulting from 
the May 1996 ADEOS/NSCAT SWT meeting in Pasadena.

Model function research is actively being pursued in many areas.  Thus, this report is necessari
ly incomplete nor is the report without flaws.  Additions and corrections to the text as well as a
dditional bibliographic references are welcomed.  Please send your comments and inputs to:

David G. Long, chair
NSCAT SWT Subcommittee on Geophysical Model Functions
Electrical and Computer Engineering Department
459 Clyde Building
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah   84602
long@ee.byu.edu
(801) 378-4383
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Abstract/Summary
The SEASAT Scatterometer (SASS) first demonstrated that winds could be measured from 
space more than a decade ago.  The success of this mission has lead to the development of s
everal new scatterometers by the U.S. and other countries.  In particular, a SASS follow-on 
scatterometer, the NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT), will be orbited aboard the Japanese Adva
nced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS) planned for launch in 1996.
Wind scatterometry is based on an indirect measurement technique and requires the use of a
 geophysical model function relating the measured parameter, the normalized radar cross-sec
tion (sigma-0), to the near-surface wind.  The model function is the relationship between the
 wind velocity and the radar backscatter.  Understanding of the model function requires a kn
owledge of both the relationship between the wind and the two dimensional geometry of the 
sea surface and the relationship of the surface geometry and sigma-0 at moderate incidence 
angles.
While a complete understanding of the model function remains illusive, existing empirical m
odel functions have demonstrated that the accuracy of wind vectors derived from scatteromet
er measurements is suitable for a wide variety of global and mesoscale studies of wind dyna
mics, wind-driven ocean circulation, and air/sea interaction.  To improve the accuracy of scat
terometer-derived winds as well as to better understand the relationship between wind and w
aves, research into improved geophysical model functions continue.
This report reviews the current state-of-the-art in understanding and developing improved K
u-band geophysical model functions to support the NSCAT mission.  Historical backgroun
d and context within the NSCAT mission are briefly considered.  Approaches to developing
 the geophysical model function, including empirical and dynamically-based approaches, are
 discussed.  While the most successful model functions have been derived empirically [e.g., 
SASS-1 and the model of Wentz et al., (1984)], recent progress in dynamically-based functi
ons is encouraging.  We consider and compare several existing model functions and sugges
t criteria for the selection of a model function for processing NSCAT data. 
As background for our recommendations for future model function research we consider th
e sensitivity of radar backscatter to the wind and other geophysical parameters and the probl
ems of accurately measuring these parameters.  In particular, we consider the still-open ques
tion of the fundamental variable controlling sigma-0: wind speed, wind stress, or u*, and su
ggest directions for future work in this area.
We consider an essential part of the development of the model function to be the determinati
on of the modeling error, discuss possible approaches for evaluating the modeling error, and
 provide recommendations for use in processing NSCAT data.  After discussing current and
 planned model function refinement activities, we make summary recommendations for futur
e refinement efforts, particularly in regard to the NSCAT verification experiments.
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I. Introduction
The oceans of the Earth work in concert with the atmosphere to control and regulate the envi
ronment.  Fed by the sun, the interaction of land, ocean, and atmosphere produces the pheno
menon of weather and climate.  Only in the past half century have meteorologists begun to u
nderstand weather patterns well enough to produce relatively accurate, although limited, fore
casts of future weather patterns.  One of the limitations of predicting future weather is that 
meteorologists do not adequately know the current weather.  An accurate understanding of 
current conditions over the ocean is required to predict future weather patterns.  Until recentl
y, detailed local oceanic weather conditions were available only from sparsely arrayed weath
er stations, ships along commercial shipping lanes and sparsely distributed ocean buoys.  K
nowledge of conventional meteorological conditions over most of the oceans remain unavail
able.
The development of satellites for remote sensing has improved the situation significantly.  S
atellite remote sensing has the potential to provide measurements of local weather conditions
 with unprecedented frequency and spatial resolution.  Of primary importance in the remotel
y sensed data is the determination of accurate, high resolution wind fields over the ocean's s
urface to support global weather forecasting, air/sea interaction studies and climate change p
rograms.  In 1978 the experimental SEASAT radar scatterometer (SASS) first demonstrated
 the ability to accurately infer vector winds over the ocean's surface from space.  The succes
s of SASS has lead to the development of additional scatterometer systems such as the NAS
A Scatterometer (NSCAT) and the ESA AMI scatterometer.
Wind scatterometers are active microwave instruments designed specifically to allow estimat
ion of near-surface wind velocity (both speed and direction) over the ocean under near all-w
eather conditions.  Principles of scatterometry, and the hardware and ground processing des
igns for NSCAT in particular, are described in Naderi et al. (1991) as well as many textboo
ks on remote sensing.  In short, scatterometers allow estimation of ocean surface vector win
ds based on measurements of the backscatter cross-section of the sea surface at moderate in
cidence angles.  Although the mechanisms responsible for the measured backscattered powe
r under realistic oceanic conditions are not completely understood, dynamically-based theor
etical analyses, controlled laboratory and field experiments, and measurements from previou
s spaceborne radars all confirm that the ocean's normalized radar cross-section at moderate i
ncidence angles is substantially dependent on near-surface wind speed and azimuthal directi
on (with respect to the radar viewing geometry).  Multiple spatially and temporally colocated
 measurements of radar cross-section, obtained from different viewing geometries, can thus 
be used to estimate wind velocity if the dependence between backscatter cross-section and e
nvironmental conditions are known for the particular radar and geometric parameters of the i
nstrument.  The relationship between backscatter cross-section and environmental parameter
s (chiefly wind velocity) for given radar/geometric parameters is known as the "Geophysical
 Model Function" and is the primary focus of this report.
At a given frequency the geophysical model function may be expressed as,

σ o = f (|U|, χ, .. .;θ, p)    (1.1)

where σ o  is the normalized radar backscatter coefficient (sigma-0), U  is the wind speed, χ
 is the relative azimuth angle between the incident electromagnetic wave (see Fig. 1.1), "..." r
epresents the (possibly small) effects of non-wind variables such as long waves, atmospheri
c stratification, water temperature, etc., θ  is the incidence angle, and p
n this context the terms "wind speed" and "wind direction" denote the magnitude and directi
on, respectively, of the wind-like vector quantity.
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Figure 1.1.  Geometric definition of the incidence θ  and relative azimuth χ  angles.

While geophysical model functions have been extensively studied since before the flight of 
SASS, there still remains significant room for model function refinement.  This includes ide
ntification of any important subsidiary parameters [the "..." in Eq. (1.1)] as well as better un
derstanding the basic functional form of the relationship between sigma-o and the wind velo
city alone.  The full definition of f in Eq. (1.1) must embody both of these aspects.
Calculation of the wind velocity from scatterometer measurements involves three distinct (bu
t related) aspects:

1) acquisition of accurate, colocated measurements of the backscatter cross-section of t
he ocean from several different viewing geometries;

2) knowledge of the model function which is relationship between the backscatter cross
-section, environmental conditions (principally wind velocity), and the radar paramet
ers; and

3) determination, using an objective algorithm, of a (possibly set of) wind velocities con
sistent with both the set of backscatter measurements and the model function ("wind
 retrieval").

A separate step, known as ambiguity removal, may be required to select a unique wind direct
ion from the set of wind velocities produced by wind retrieval.
Errors in the final retrieved wind velocities are dependent not only on the model function, bu
t also on errors in the backscatter measurements themselves and details of the wind retrieval 
algorithm.  The nonlinear natures of both the model function and the retrieval algorithms ha
ve thus far precluded the development of analytical expressions relating errors in the inputs 
(measurements and/or model function) to errors in the final retrieved winds.  The challenges
 of scatterometry thus include development of robust wind retrieval algorithms and accurate 
characterizations of input error statistics, in addition to the more obvious difficulties associat
ed with specifying an accurate model function and acquiring accurate backscatter measurem
ents.
Model function accuracy thus cannot be meaningfully discussed and evaluated in isolation f
rom the accuracy of the backscatter measurements and the details of the wind retrieval algori
thms used to process the data.  This report therefore first examines the expected error struct
ure of the backscatter measurements to be acquired by the NSCAT instrument on the ADE
OS-I spacecraft.  This is followed by an examination of the Maximum Likelihood retrieval a
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lgorithm selected for use in the baseline NSCAT ground processing system.  While neither 
of these topics directly addresses the model function itself, the aims are to identify the types 
and magnitudes of measurement errors, and the ways in which estimates of both measureme
nt and model function errors are used to weight the backscatter data in the wind retrieval pro
cessing.  
The report then summarizes what is known analytically or through carefully controlled expe
riments regarding the dependence of centimetric waves and radar backscatter on environmen
tal conditions (and viewing geometry).  While theoretical and experimental studies have cont
ributed greatly to the understanding of small-scale air-sea momentum transfer and wave gen
eration by wind, it is clear that substantial gaps in our knowledge remain.  In particular, it is 
apparent that backscatter is related to a host of environmental conditions (e.g., sea-surface te
mperature, surface tension due to films and contaminants, details of the long wave field, etc.)
, all of which must be measured independently if a perfect wind measurement is to be calcul
ated from scatterometer data.  Unfortunately, while winds constitute the dominant influence 
on backscatter and centimetric surface waves, present analytical understanding is insufficient
 to even allow the relative influences of the subsidiary geophysical effects to be quantified o
ver the wide range of globally occurring conditions.  We must, therefore, reluctantly conclud
e that although detailed process studies should continue to be vigorously pursued, it is unlik
ely that they will provide accurate, dynamically based scatterometer model functions that can
 be used operationally during the NSCAT time frame.
The flights of previous and ongoing spaceborne and airborne scatterometers have clearly de
monstrated, however, that although perfect radar scatterometers may never yield perfectly acc
urate wind velocity estimates, scatterometers are the only demonstrated spaceborne instrume
nts capable of measuring near-surface wind velocities with sufficient accuracy to contribute 
substantially to many studies in oceanography, meteorology, air-sea interaction, and  climate
 change.
With this in mind the remainder of the report thus addresses a set of important, but tractable
 issues associated with defining the dominant influence of winds on backscatter (as a functi
on of radar/geometry parameters) so as to:

1) allow accurate wind velocities (meeting the Science and Mission requirements) to be 
calculated from NSCAT backscatter measurements, using physically reasonable ass
umptions and resulting in measurements with minimal bias and small systematic err
ors;

2) allow reasonable estimates to be made of the uncertainties and errors in the model fu
nction, so that NSCAT winds can be calculated accurately using the baseline Maxim
um Likelihood estimation algorithm (described in the Appendix) as well as provide e
rror estimates of the retrieved wind; and

3) allow the model function to be updated to reflect increased knowledge (e.g., the effec
ts of selected, independently measurable subsidiary effects such as sea-surface temp
erature) without requiring redesign or even substantial revision of the wind retrieval 
algorithms.

In particular, the following questions are addressed are addressed in this report:
1) Of the published model functions based on actual aircraft and/or Ku-band satellite s

catterometer measurements, which is the "best" (in the sense that the quantified accu
racy and all required measurements/inputs will be available during the NSCAT time 
period)?  This model function will be used during the initial post-launch period prior
 to the development of a refined model function based on NSCAT data.
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2) What known (and correctable) systematic inaccuracies in the "best" model function 
exist, and how can they best be remedied before the launch of NSCAT? (e.g., are pre
sent data sets sufficient to allow the fundamental wind quantity on which backscatter
 depends to be identified -- velocity, friction velocity, or vector wind stress?  Similarl
y, are present data sets sufficient to allow the efficacy of low-order truncated Fourier
 series in azimuth to be evaluated?)

3) What analysis techniques should be developed or refined to allow quantitative estima
tes of model function uncertainty and statistics to be calculated using existing data o
r using NSCAT data acquired soon after the launch of ADEOS-I?

4) What auxiliary data sets should be acquired during the flight of NSCAT (and especi
ally during its validation period to allow questions (2,3) to be answered?

A. Report Scope Limitation
This report considers the only current "state of the art" in Ku-band geophysical model funct
ions with emphasis on applications connected with the NSCAT project.  As a result, C-band
 models are not considered in any detail.  However, very useful techniques have been develo
ped for C-band data which can be used when NSCAT data becomes available.

B. References
Naderi, F. M., M. H. Freilich, and D. G. Long, "Spaceborne Radar Measurement of Wind Velocity Over th

e Ocean--An Overview of the NSCAT Scatterometer System", Proceedings of the IEEE, pp. 850-866, 
Vol. 79, No. 6, June 1991.
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II. Ku-Band Model Function Background
In this report we are primarily interested in "operational" Ku-band model functions, i.e., tab
ulated or functional forms (with known coefficients) suited for use in wind retrieval from sp
aceborne scatterometer measurements.  Thus, pure electromagnetic scattering models which 
require known surface profiles or other information unavailable for NSCAT wind retrieval a
re not considered.  Operational model functions permit computation of sigma-0 from a wind
 or wind-like variable and (possibly) available auxiliary information.  
For use in wind retrieval from NSCAT measurements, the model function must usable over 
an incidence angle range of approximately 15° to 65° and an azimuth angle range of 0° to 36
0° with both V and H polarization.  Operational model functions considered in this report ar
e identified in a later following section.
Because NSCAT is a follow-on to the Seasat mission, Ku-band operation at nearly the same
 frequency has been used rather than C-band like ERS-1/ERS-2.  While C-band is less sens
itive to atmospheric attenuation due to rain, Ku-band is much more sensitive to the wind (Lo
ng et al., 1996).

A. General model function characteristics
While existing model functions differ in detail, the share many common features.  These are
 summarized here and schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.1.  First, at a fixed incidence angle a
ll model functions predict an increase in sigma-0 with wind speed (at least for moderate win
d speeds 3-15 m/s).  The wind speed dependence of sigma-0 at a fixed incidence and azimut
h angle is frequently expressed as a power-law.  For a given wind speed, sigma-0 exhibits a 
biharmonic dependence on the wind direction.  As discussed later, this feature of the model 
function is a driving in the retrieval of wind vectors from measurements of sigma-0
   

Figure 2.1.  Schematic representation of (a) the wind speed and incidence angle dependence
 of the model function (at a fixed wind direction) and (b) the wind speed and direction depe

ndence at a fixed incidence angle based on the SASS-1 model function.

B. Existing Model Functions
To date, the most successful Ku-band model functions have been empirically derived.  Whil
e model function for high incidence angle sea clutter have existed for some time (e.g., Wrig
ht, 1968), the first model function widely used for Ku-band wind retrieval was SASS-1 (Bra
calente et al., 1980; Jones et al., 1982; Schroeder et al., 1982).  Using the SASS-1 model f
unction, SASS was determined to have met wind measurement accuracy requirements of 2 
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m/s rms wind speed accuracy and 20° direction accuracy of the ambiguity closest to the true
 wind (Stewart, 1985).
Later, Wentz et al. (1984) developed a model function based on the statistics of the SASS da
ta and some aircraft data.  This model function has become commonly known as the Wentz 
or SASS-2 model function.  While SASS-1 and SASS-2 differ in detail, they are qualitativel
y very similar.  Further discussion of the differences between these and other models are giv
en later.  
Potentially operational model functions based on theoretical derivations include Plant (1986
) and Donelan and Pierson (1987).  Other models worth noting include Chen et al. (1992) 
and Durden and Vesecky (1985) although these are not "operational" model functions as de
fined above.

C. References
Bracalente, E., D. Boggs, W. Grantham, and J. Sweet, "The SASS1 Scattering Coefficient (sigma-0) Algor

ithm,'' IEEE J. Oceanic Engineering, Vol. OE-5, No. 2, pp. 145-154, April 1980.

Chen, K.M., A. Fung and D.E. Weissman, "A Backscattering Model for the Ocean Surface", IEEE Transact
ions on Geoscience & Remote Sensing, Vol. 30, No. 4, pp 811-817, July 1992.

Donelan, M. A., and W.J. Pierson, Jr., "Radar Scattering and Equilbrium Ranges in Wind-Generated Waves
 with Application to Scatterometry," J. Geophys. Res., Vol. 92, pp. 4971-5029, 1987.

Durden, S.L., and J.F. Vesecky, "A Physical Radar Cross Section Model for a Wind Driven Sea with Swell
", IEEE J. Ocean. Engg, Vol. OE-10, pp 445-451, October, 1985.

Jones, W. L., L. C. Schroeder, D. H. Boggs, E. M. Bracalente, R. A. Brown, G. J. Dome, W. J. Pierson, 
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Long, D.G., R.S. Collyer, R. Reed, and D.V. Arnold, "Dependence of the Normalized Radar Cross Section 
of Water Waves on Bragg Wavelength--Wind Speed Sensitivity," IEEE Trans. Geosc. and Remote Sens
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Plant, W. J., "A Two-Scale Model of Short Wind-Generated Waves and Scatterometry," J. Geophys. Res., 
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-3336, 1982.

R. H. Stewart, "Seasat Success Statement," JPL Publication D-2841, April 11, 1985.

Wentz, F. J., S. Peteherych, and L.A. Thomas, "A Model Function for Ocean Radar Cross-sections at 14.6 
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III. Relationship of Wind Retrieval to the Model Function
The geophysical model function defined in Eq. (1.1) is a forward model, i.e., the radar back
scatter, sigma-0, is expressed as a function of the wind vector.  To "retrieve" a wind from me
asurements of sigma-0, the model must, in effect, be inverted to determine the vector wind.  
Because of the biharmonic nature of the model function with respect to wind direction, the 
model function can not be directly inverted since it would be double valued.  Rather that dire
ctly inverting the model function, the wind vector is retrieved from multiple measurements o
f sigma-0 from different azimuth angles with the aid of an objective function.  The accuracy 
of the wind estimate is determined not only by the geophysical model but also by the wind r
etrieval process.  In this section the relationship between the model function and the wind ret
rieval process are explored.  The effects of errors in the measurement of sigma-0 are first co
nsidered.

A. Sigma-0 measurement errors
The fundamental direct measurement obtained by scatterometer instruments is received pow
er.  Although the mathematical transformations required to convert these direct measurement
s into the apparent normalized radar cross-section of the ocean (sigma-0) are thoroughly un
derstood from a physical standpoint, the calculations require knowledge of many spacecraft 
and instrument calibration parameters which are often not known perfectly.  Thus, while err
ors in retrieved winds arise from inaccuracies in the specification of the model function, inac
curacies in the sigma-0 values derived from the scatterometer basic measurements also contr
ibute significantly.  This section describes the dominant sigma-0 errors.  As noted above an
d discussed in more detail in the following section on wind retrieval, accurate specification o
f the statistical distribution of these errors is needed if the results of the maximum likelihoo
d wind retrieval are to be properly interpreted (see Appendix A).
Probably the primary source of error in the sigma-0 "measurements" results from uncertaint
ies in the values of parameters used to calculate sigma-0 from the received radar power meas
urements, and in particular the error in the determination of the attitude of the spacecraft (Pie
rson, 1989, 1990).  This error is known in scatterometer jargon as "retrieval Kp" where the 
"retrieval" refers to the calculation of sigma-0 from the power measurements.  While the pre
cise value of the retrieval Kp is dependent on the (unknown) calibration errors in the instru
ment system and on spacecraft attitude control, the pre-launch retrieval Kp for NSCAT is es
timated to <0.35 dB.
Pierson (1989) treated this source of variability (retrieval Kp) as an independent random var
iable for every backscatter estimate.  As he points out, this is unrealisitic since the unknown 
attitude error is expected to remain roughly constant over fairly long segments of a given rev
olution and will depend upon the details of the spacecraft systems that control and adjust the
 attitude of the spacecraft.  Treating the temporally correlated attitude errors incorrectly as u
ncorrelated between measurements can lead to biases in wind recoveries that are dependent 
on errors in the knowledge of spacecraft roll and pitch attitude.  Unfortunately, biases in the 
retrieved winds due to attitude knowledge errors have not been studied thoroughly although 
Long (1991) has formulated the ML retrieval algorithm to incorporate correlation in the sig
ma-0 retrieval error. 
The other major source of sigma-0 error is the communication noise (known in scatteromete
r jargon as "communication Kp" -- see Appendix A and Long and Mendel, 1991) inherent i
n the radar receiver and measurement strategy.  In order to estimate the backscatter cross-se
ction of the ocean surface, separate measurements of the "signal+noise" power (including b
ackscattered power, 14 GHz emissions from the sea surface and the intervening atmosphere,
 and instrumental noise) and "noise-only" power (including only 14 GHz emissions and ins
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trumental noise) are subtracted to obtain an estimate of the backscattered power alone (relate
d to sigma-0 via the radar equation).  However, because both the "signal+noise" and "noise-
only" measurements are realizations of random processes, the subtraction can lead to negati
ve "signal" power estimates, particularly when the backscattered power is very low compare
d with the "noise" power.  As discussed later in this report this may be a concern when the 
wind is not strong enough to generate the Bragg scattering ripples on the water resulting in 
very small sigma-0 values (see Donelan and Pierson, 1987).
The communication Kp is a function of the radar signal-to-noise ratio and therefore on the t
rue value of sigma-0 (see Appendix A).  For NSCAT the communication Kp ranges from a
pproximately 0.02 at high SNR values (SNR > 10 dB) to over 1 at extremely low SNR valu
es (SNR <-15 dB).  For wind speeds greater than 4 m/s the SNR is generally good with cor
responding communication Kp values typically less than 0.08.

B. Error structure due to retrieval process
There are no existing analytical techniques to determine the accuracy of the retrieved winds f
rom estimates of the sigma-0 sampling variability.  However, Monte Carlo simulations sugg
est that the wind velocity errors resulting from sampling variability of the backscatter estimat
es is small (Long, 1988).  Leotta and Long (1989) used simulations of the NSCAT system 
to study the statistics of the errors in the estimated wind vectors (assuming a maximum likel
ihood (ML) wind retrieval algorithm and the Wentz et al. (1984) SASS-2 model function).  
The normalized wind speed error was found to be Gaussian with a variance dependent on in
strument design parameters, and the wind direction errors were dependent on the true wind 
direction.  They developed a scheme for predicting the rms wind direction error of the ambi
guity closest to the true wind from the instrument design without extensive simulation. 
Long (1991) expanded the error and noise modeling approach of Long and Mendel (1991) 
to incorporate correlated noise and retrieval error.  Using the ML estimator, Monte Carlo si
mulations were performed with the ML algorithm and expected design values for the NSCA
T instrument.  Although the number of cases considered was limited, the results indicated th
at the wind direction error characteristics were not affected by correlation in the noise and re
trieval error.  However, the correlation of the noise and error resulted in increased mean win
d speed error (bias) and reduced wind speed error variance.  Unfortunately, the computation
 required for wind retrieval using the correlated noise model is significantly more than in the
 uncorrelated case.  Further studies have not been completed because of the lack of suitably 
accurate estimates of the noise and retrieval error correlation coefficients.  However, given s
ufficient data, it may be possible to estimate the correlation coefficients as well as the measu
rement biases using a maximum a posterior (MAP) estimation technique.
Recently, Oliphant and Long (1996a) derived the Cramer-Rao bound for scatterometer win
d retrieval.  The C-R bound provides an analytic lower bound on the wind estmate error whe
n a maximum likelihood estimator is used.  This bound can be useful for scatterometer desi
gn tradeoffs and analysis.  For example, Oliphant and Long (1996a) were able to explain th
e variations in wind direction rms error observed in simulations.  This variation is not the res
ult of errors in the model function.  The C-R bound suggests that this is less information in 
the sigma-0 measurements for wind aligned with the fore/aft beams.
Previously, the previous lack of an analytical technique for determining the accuracy of the r
etrieved winds has forced reliance on simulation.  However, there are significant limits to si
mulation techniques.  Since the same model function is generally used for generating sigma-
0 values from the wind as is used for retrieving the wind from the noisy sigma-0 measureme
nts the simulations can give little insight into the geophysical modeling error (compare Piers
on, 1989).  Nevertheless, simulations can be useful in understanding the errors associated w
ith the wind retrieval process.
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B. ML versus other retrieval algorithms
The maximum likelihood wind retrieval algorithm is valid only if the probabilistic structure 
of the sample backscatter values is correct.  The sample backscatter values in natural units ar
e normally distributed random variables with the important property that the variance is a fu
nction of the true first moment.  Thus if the expected value of the backscatter is known, the v
ariance is also known, and the probability distribution function is a function of only one par
ameter.  The maximum likelihood estimate maximizes the probability that the sample values 
were the result of the recovered wind speed and direction (see Appendix A).
The detailed application of the maximum likelihood estimate varies from implementation to i
mplementation.  In its pure form the ML estimator involves the natural logarithm of the stan
dard deviation of the expected value (see Appendix A).  Although the standard deviation of t
he backscatter sample enters into the theory, a modified maximum likelihood estimate where
 these terms in the maximum likelihood estimate have been omitted has been suggested by P
ierson (1989, 1990).  While there is no apparent theoretical advantage in this approach (ther
e is a small computational savings), this approach has been successfully used with ERS-1 C
-band data.  However, it has recently been shown that a decision-theoretic technique for disc
arding extra ambiguities can be applied when an ML estimator is used (Oliphant and Long, 
1996b).  This technique can simplify ambiguity removal.
Chi and Li (1987) considered a number of other wind retrieval algorithms using the SASS-
1 model function.  They concluded that the ML algorithm was generally superior to other al
gorithms, resulting in the minimum RMS errors in the retrieved winds.

C. Geophysical modeling error 
In order to place accurate bounds on the error in the retrieved winds knowledge of both the r
etrieval error and the geophysical modeling error is required.  The modeling error may be de
fined as the variability in the observed sigma-0 for a given point in the model parameter spac
e.  By definition such variability is due to the effects of unmodeled geophysical parameters 
on sigma-0.  Variability may also be due to spatial variability of model function parameters 
over the sigma-0 measurement footprint.
ML-based wind retrieval algorithms require knowledge (or at least a good estimate) of the v
ariance of the sigma-0 measurements.  The variance of the measurement may be computed f
rom a combination of the known communication Kp, the retrieval error, and the modeling er
ror (Chi and Li, 1988; Long and Mendel, 1991; Long, 1991; Long and Skouson, 1996).  W
hile the communication Kp can be analytically computed based on the instrument design par
ameters and the assumed model function, estimates of the retrieval error and the modeling er
ror must be used to estimate wind performance accuracy.  To estimate the accuracy of the wi
nd retrieval process (and of the whole NSCAT system) Monte Carlo simulations have traditi
onally been used (Long, 1988).  These simulations have played a crucial role in the design o
f the NSCAT instrument and will continue to play a crucial role in the development of future
 scatterometer systems.
Recently, Oliphant and Long (1996a) derived the Cramer-Rao bound for scatterometer win
d retrieval.  The C-R bound provides an analytic lower bound on the wind estmate error and 
is useful for scatterometer design analysis.  Their results show that the wind estimate accura
cy can be quite sensitive to the geophysical modeling error.  Thus, any problems estimating 
the modeling error may lead to poor design decisions and degraded wind measurement accu
racy.  Conversely, accurate modeling error estimates can lead to better design tradeoffs and i
mproved measurement performance.
Unfortunately, suitable modeling error estimates for existing model functions are not presen
tly available though an interesting new technique has recently been developed by Johnson et
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 al. (1996).  Because some estimate of the modeling error is required when making design t
radeoff studies, the NSCAT project has adopted the value of 0.7 dB for all values of sigma-
0 based on an estimate of the regression error observed in the development of the Wentz or 
SASS-2 model function (Wentz, personal communication).  This value is assumed for both 
the SASS-1 and SASS-2 model functions.  While this is the best available value it is highly 
unlikely that this value is correct for all regions of model parameter space. 
It is hoped that estimates of the geophysical modeling error will be provided along with any 
refinements to the model function.  Determination of the modeling error is the topic of Secti
on VII.  While the general subcommittee feels that the modelling error should be incorporat
ed into the wind retrieval, W. Pierson voices the opinion that the modelling error term shoul
d not be used in the retrieval, reasoning that without the modelling error incorporated into th
e wind retrieval it will be easier to determine (i.e., model) the unmodelled error sources and t
hereby eliminate them (see Section VII).
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IV. Model Function Derivation Approaches
There are a number of approaches to developing a geophysical model function.  Unfortunat
ely, our present understanding of radar scattering from wind-roughened seas and the detaile
d relationship between centimetric scale roughness and near-surface winds is insufficient to 
allow the construction of dynamically-based geophysical model functions (although as disc
ussed below, a number of investigators have made attempts at this difficult problem).  Thus, 
empirical approaches to developing model functions have historically had the greatest succe
ss.
In the following sections both analytic (dynamically-based) and empirical approaches are co
nsidered.  Recent advances in understanding provide hope that a successful dynamically-bas
ed approach can eventually be developed.

A. Dynamically-Based Model Functions
One of the goals of the study of radar backscatter is to describe backscatter by means of a t
heoretical model of the extremely complicated ocean surface.  A theoretical model function 
has two parts.  One is the mathematical description of the air/sea interface which specifies th
e relation between wind and sea surface geometry on scales of 0.01-100 m.  This range enc
ompasses waves from short capillary to gravity waves including the dynamically important t
ransition regions. The other component in the model function is the expression for  the elect
romagnetic backscattering from the rough air/sea interface.  Each of these components are c
onsidered in the following sections.
i. Wind-Wave Modeling
We first consider the limitations of wind-wave modeling.  While most model functions assu
me linear wave models with Gaussian statistics, available scientific measurements of waves a
nd backscatter from waves have made it evident that such models of the waves are inadequat
e.  In particular, the linear Gaussian model fails to describe many features of a wind generat
ed sea.  Moreover, the variance spectrum alone is an inadequate representation of the wavy s
urface because nonlinear processes results in nonzero odd moments of sea-surface elevation
.  Thus a linear model cannot fully describe the geometrical properties of the sea surface.  T
his is supported by measurements of the surface (Huang et al., 1990; Wu 1990).  Further, 
measurements of wave slopes have shown that the probability density function is not Gaussi
an (Hwang, 1986).  Stereo profiles of waves have also shown decidedly Stokes-like wave fo
rms.  Some progress has been in modeling of nonlinear waves, see, for example, Barrick an
d Weber (1977), Huang and Tung (1977), Pierson (1993), and Weber and Barrick (1977).
Moreover, waves in a wind generated sea break.  Spilling breakers have been studied experi
mentally by Banner and Fooks (1985) and theoretically by Wetzel (1986), Tung et. al. (198
7), and Huang et al., (1986).  Breaking waves produce foam patches that roughen the sea su
rface by bubbles breaking at the surface, forming stalk like cylinders  and fairly large water 
drops that fly through the air.  This phenomenon is similar to a raindrop splash as described
 by Wetzel (1986).  Ways to quantify the number of patches and the backscatter (or lack of 
it) from these patches are lacking.  Foam patches are known to be strong emitters of microw
ave frequencies as sensed by passive microwave sensors.  Conversely they may be strong a
bsorbers of radar signals.  The effects of foam are difficult to include in a theoretical model.
As discussed in detail in Section VI.C, there is disagreement concerning the effects of sea s
urface temperature on waves primarily responsible for Ku-band radar backscatter.  Waves w
ith wavelengths of 5 and 2 cm, which approximately correspond to the Bragg wavelengths at
 C and Ku-band, are significantly attenuated by viscosity.  Molecular viscosity doubles as th
e water temperature decreases from 30° to 0° C.  Donelan and Pierson (1987) predicted that
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 these wavelengths could not be generated at all unless a certain threshold temperature depen
dent wind speed was exceeded (see Section VI.C).  
ii. EM Scattering
Models for EM scattering from a random surface is an important topic in scattering theory a
nd a number of techniques have been developed.  For application to scattering from the sea 
surface EM scattering models have been either based on the Bragg scattering-composite (tw
o-scale) surface model (Wright, 1968; Bass et al., 1968; Valenzula, 1978) or the more recen
tly developed integral equation method.  The latter approach seeks a more accurate estimate 
of the electromagnetic surface currents by solving the integral equation for this current iterat
ively.  This surface current is then used to compute the scattered far-zone fields.  The work 
of Fung and Pan (1987) discusses the evolution of this approach which recently has been a
ugmented by a more realistic non-Gaussian surface statistical model to estimate the ocean ra
dar cross section properties at Ku-band (Fung and Lee, 1982; Chen et al., 1992; Chen et al.
 1993).  In particular, Chen et al (1993) has recently used the bispectrum of the surface wav
e field to understand the azimuthal modulation of sigma-0.  EM scattering computed with th
e integral method  is actively being investigated by several researchers though no operational
 model functions have been developed based on the method.
To date, most dynamically-based model functions have relied on a Bragg scattering-compos
ite model for the sea surface.  Since these models rely on simplified descriptions and the sta
tistics of the sea surface it is difficult to completely divorce the discussion of the EM scatteri
ng from the surface description.  As a result, the following discussion combines both EM sc
attering and surface modeling issues.  To keep the discussion short, the derivations of the m
odel functions are not given.  Instead, the reader is referred to the appropriate references.  T
he model functions discussed in the sections have very complicated forms.
Three model functions based on Bragg scattering-composite surface theory and various ass
umptions about the properties of the waves have been proposed (Durden and Vesecky, 1985
; Plant, 1986; Donelan and Pierson, 1987).  All three attempt to determine the dependence o
f the sigma-0 on wind and other parameters by developing a short wave spectrum, specifyin
g the long wave field, modeling the interaction between the two, and averaging the sigma-0 o
ver all surface tilts in order to produce the final model function.  Plant specifies this model f
unction only over the incidence angle range from about 20° to 70° using composite surface t
heory.  Durden and Vesecky extend this range to 0° to 70° by including quasi-specular scatt
ering at small incidence angles.  Donelan and Pierson include both quasi-specular scattering
 at small incidence angles and scattering by wedges and breakers at high incidence angles in
 their work but present results primarily for the 20° to 70° range of incidence angles.
Durden and Vesecky (1985) specified the short wave omni-directional wavenumber spectru
m using dimensional considerations.  The corresponding spectrum for the long waves was t
aken to have the form of the classical Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (Pierson and Moskowit
z, 1964).  The cutoff wavelength between long and short waves was varied between about 12
 and 20 times the radar wavelength.  The angular dependence of both long and short waves 
was taken to be a form specified by Fung and Lee (1982) (see also Wu, 1990).  The interact
ion between long and short waves was modeled by a constant hydrodynamic modulation tra
nsfer function for all short wavenumbers so that only the ratio of long wave slope to its stan
dard deviation contributed to this modulation.  In averaging sigma-0 over long wave slopes, 
Durden and Vesecky assumed the long waves to have a surface elevation distribution which 
is Gaussian and determined the standard deviation of this distribution from the long wave sp
ectrum.
Plant (1986) specified the short wave spectrum by solving the short wave action balance equ
ation using a WKB approximation for long wave effects.  He found that it was possible to s
pecify a form for the average short wave spectrum accurate to second order in long wave slo
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pe if a quadratic approximation to the interaction/dissipation functional was made.  The ang
ular dependence of this spectrum depended on the angular variation of the short wave growt
h rate and thus was poorly specified.  A modulation transfer function which was a function 
of long and short wavenumber was used to model the long wave/short wave interaction.  Sin
ce the short wave spectrum was modeled only to second order in long wave slope, Plant exp
anded the average over long wave slopes to this same order in calculating the final sigma-0.  
No long wave spectral form appears explicitly in this formulation since the mean-squared lo
ng wave slope is the only long wave parameter needed and it was taken from the work of Co
x and Munk (1954) for a slick-covered surface (see also Wu, 1990).  This procedure also m
ade it unnecessary to specify a cutoff wavelength explicitly.  In expanding the average over l
ong wave slopes, Plant assumed that their distribution was Gaussian.  Thus upwind/downwi
nd asymmetry of the final sigma-0 was caused only by a second-order interaction between l
ong wave tilting and the hydrodynamic modulation transfer function.
Donelan and Pierson (1987) specified the short wave spectral form by equating the average
 wind input to the average dissipation.  This procedure is the same as that used by Plant if th
e effect of the long waves on the short waves is neglected.  Donelan and Pierson specified th
e short wave spectrum in a manner similar to Durden and Vesecky.  In specifying the averag
e dissipation, Donelan and Pierson took account of viscous damping of the short waves, an 
effect omitted from the other two model functions. This caused a threshold wind speed for s
hort wave generation to exist and resulted in a short wave spectrum which was identically ze
ro above some wind-speed dependent transition wavenumber.  As a consequence, the sigma-
0 initially increased with wind speed.  In calculating the average over long wave slopes neces
sary to determine sigma-0 Donelan and Pierson assumed that the wave slopes followed a G
aussian distribution but modified the  distribution to allow tilting toward the antenna to inter
cept a larger fraction of the microwave beam than tilting away from the antenna.  This effect 
was included in neither of the other models.  Upwind/downwind asymmetry is affected in th
e Donelan and Pierson model by this effect as well as tilt/hydrodynamic modulation interact
ion effects.  The parameters of the Gaussian distribution were calculated from the long wave
 spectrum and a cutoff wavelength of 40 times the microwave wavelength was assumed.
Some of the details of comparisons between the predictions of these models and data will be
 given in later sections.  Here, however, it is relevant to point out that none of these models h
as enjoyed success in explaining the dependence of the sigma-0 on the wind vector.  None a
dequately fits measured wind speed dependencies over the range desired for an adequate sca
tterometer model function.  The Durden and Vesecky model employs an unusual drag coeff
icient which makes it difficult to fit to both wind speed and friction velocity.  Both it and the 
Donelan and Pierson model have difficulty accounting for the observed upwind/downwind a
symmetry of measured data.  Evidence is mounting that a wind-speed dependent transition 
wavenumber above which the short wave spectrum begins to decrease rapidly does not exist.
  Wave tank measurements by Jähne, et al. (1990) indicate that short wave spectra do decrea
se more rapidly at very high wavenumbers than at lower wavenumbers but that the transition
 point is independent of wind speed.  This cannot be explained by the Donelan-Pierson mod
el which includes viscous effects.  Furthermore, evidence is accumulating that, as the wind s
peed is increased, the sigma-0 rises more slowly at low wind speeds than this model predict
s.  For V-pol and moderate winds Plant's model appears to provide good predictions of the 
azimuthal modulation at incidence angles of 40° to 60° (Weissman, 1990).
One weakness that is common to all of the two-scale models is that they appear to under pre
dict the H-pol average sigma-0 by about 3 dB.  The integral equation method developed by 
Fung (Chen, Fung and Weissman, 1992) solves this problem and also addresses the upwin
d/downwind asymmetry.  It develops a procedure that gives more accurate estimates of the t
otal tangential electromagnetic current at the rough surface boundary than could be obtained
 using the Kirchoff approximation.  In addition, this study generalizes the previously univer
sal practice (in studies of EM scattering) of assuming the surface statistics are Gaussian.  T
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he nonlinear nature of ocean wave interaction is shown to produce surface statistics that hav
e third order moments and skewness. The theory incorporates these effects using the third o
rder bispectrum function along with the usual second-order surface spectrum.  These have p
arameters that can be related to the physical features of the ocean surface.  Recent comparis
ons of this theory with the FASINEX data (Weissman et al., 1992) show that this approach 
solves the problem of accurately predicting the H-pol sigma-0.  At a wind speed of 7 m/s, ov
er an incidence angle range from 20° to 60°, both V-pol and H-pol theoretical predictions we
re excellent.  However much more work needs to be done to assess the wind speed, friction 
velocity, and azimuth angle dependence over a wider range of values to develop useful opera
tional model functions.
Finally, we note that breaking waves may also cause an upwind-downwind asymmetry in ba
ckscatter.  The upwind-downwind asymmetry seems to be particularly strong for H-pol.  U
nfortunately, there is not enough information on this phenomenon to pursue modeling it the
oretically (Jessup, 1990).  Foam patches generated by breaking are known to be strong emit
ters of microwave frequencies as sensed by passive microwave sensors and may be strong a
bsorbers of radar signals.  The lack of physical models make the effects of foam difficult to 
include in a theoretical model.
The above discussion suggests that all of these scattering models need to include non-Gaus
sian sea-surface geometries to explain features of scatterometer data such as upwind/downw
ind asymmetry.  The composite-surface models accomplish this by letting the short and lon
g waves interact while the integral equation formulation requires a specification of the skewn
ess of the surface wave slopes.  These are probably equivalent formulations (when concerne
d with kilometer-size footprints) and indicate the level of detail about the air/sea interface wh
ich is required in order to establish a physically-based model function.  In the face of these 
extreme requirements, it is natural to attempt to determine scatterometer model functions on 
an empirical basis.  We turn to these approaches next.

B. Empirical Approaches
In this section we consider approaches for developing empirical model functions.  These are
 classified by the primary source of data used to generate the model functions: satellite-, airc
raft-, or tower-based instruments.
i. Satellite-Based Approaches
Two major approaches to developing model functions based primarily on satellite data have 
been proposed and are discussed below.  The first can actually be considered a mixed techni
que since it also uses both spacecraft-based and aircraft-based measurements.  The SASS-1
 model function grew out of this approach.  Wentz et al. (1984) exploited statistical properti
es of global winds to develop the SASS-2 model function and has recently modified his tec
hnique to use wind speeds based from SSM/I measurements.  Freilich and Dunbar (1993a
) have developed a technique for determining a model function which is based spaceborne s
catterometer measurements and numerical weather prediction (NWP) surface wind analyses
.  Each of these approaches and the resulting model functions are discussed in the following
 sections.
a. The SASS-1 Model Function
In preparation for the launch of the SEASAT scatterometer SASS, the two-scale scattering 
model developed by Wentz (1975; 1977) was applied to the problem of radar backscattering
 from the ocean.  This model represented the sea surface by an ensemble of tilted flat facets 
on which small-scale roughness was superimposed.  The Cox and Munk (1954) sun glitter 
observations were used to assign the tilt probability, which contained the high order moment
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s of skewness and peakedness.  The small-scale roughness was statistically represented by t
he capillary power spectrum derived by Pierson and Stacy (1973).  The roughness amplitud
e was a function of the facet tilt in order to account for wave-wave modulation.  The bistatic 
scattering coefficients were found by assuming each facet scattered independently according
 to small-scale perturbation theory (Rice, 1951).
The objective in originally applying the two-scale model to SASS was to develop an interpol
ation tool for the AAFE-RADSCAT aircraft backscatter measurements: while aircraft observ
ations were at selected azimuth and incidence angles, SASS needed a model that covered all 
angles.  The solution to this problem was to fit the two-scale model to the aircraft observatio
ns.  
Unique values for the model parameters were found by fitting the model to the observations 
in a least-squares sense (Wentz, 1977; 1978).  The derived parameters were reasonable with 
the residual rms error between the model and the aircraft observations was 0.7 dB.  The mo
del well represented the incidence angle roll-off, the strong alongwind-crosswind modulatio
n, and the weaker upwind-downwind asymmetry.  Groups at the University of Kansas and a
t CUNY also independently worked on the problem.  Workshops were held to intercompare
 the various resutls.  Following one of these workshops, a model was developed at CUNY th
at attempted to combine the best features from the three groups.  It was called CUWENKA
N (or CWK for short).  Jones et al. (1992) show tables what intercompare the CWK model
 with Wentz's GHTBWK7.
The final SASS-1 model (Schroeder et al., 1982) is a refinement of the CWK results.  This 
refinement consists of ensuring that both G and H were smoothly varying function of incide
nce angle for each azimuth angle.  For a given polarization the SASS-1 model function expr
esses sigma-0 (in dB) as a power-law function of the wind speed U,

10 log10σ
o =G(θ , χ) +H (θ,χ )log10U    (4.1)

where θ  is the incidence angle and χ
ts are tabulated every 2° in incidence and 10° in azimuth and exhibit biharmonic variation wit
h azimuth angle.  SASS-1 is defined over incidence angles of 0° to 70° though only inciden
ce angles of 15° to 65° are need for processing NSCAT data.  In SASS-1 sigma-0 is a mon
otonically increasing function of incidence angle
b. The Wentz (SASS-2) Model Function
Following the flight of SEASAT in 1978, Wentz et al. (1984; 1986) published a model func
tion derived primarily from the statistics of the SEASAT scatterometer data.  They assumed 
that the over the three-month lifetime of SEASAT, the wind vector exhibited a high degree o
f variability relative to the antenna look direction so that the probability distribution of two o
rthogonal components of the wind vector was a bivariate normal distribution.  This yields a 
Raleigh distribution for the wind speed.  The single parameter of this distribution (the mean 
global wind speed) was obtained from a climatological atlas.  They then derived the model f
unction necessary to obtain the statistical distribution of sigma-0 values measured by the SE
ASAT scatterometer from this wind vector distribution.  They found that by assuming a mo
del function form which was a power law in wind speed and a three-term Fourier series in a
zimuth angle they could specify all parameters of the model function (except the parameter r
esponsible for upwind/downwind asymmetry) from only the wind and sigma-0 statistics.  T
he additional parameter was derived from aircraft data obtained by the NASA Langley Rese
arch Center.  They denoted their model function "SASS-2" (known also as "Wentz") to dist
inguish it from the SASS-1 model function which was used to process the SEASAT data.  
The SASS-2 model function expresses sigma-0 (in normal space) as (Wentz et al., 1984)
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σ o = A0 + A1 cosχ + A2 cos2χ    (4.2)

where the A coefficients are computed have modified power-law dependencies on wind spee
d,

A0 = a0U
α0    (4.3)

A1 = (a1 + α1 logU )A0    (4.4)

A2 = (a2 + α2 logU)A0    (4.5)

The coefficients a0 , a1, a2 , α0 , α1 , and α2
ficients with 0 and 2 subscripts are derived directly from the statistics of SASS measuremen
ts while coefficients with a 1 subscript were derived from AAFE RADSCAT data.  Wentz (1
991) has developed a simplified form of this model function though it has not been widely u
sed.
c. NWP analysis-based approach
Recently, Freilich and Dunbar (1993a) developed a technique for determining a model func
tion via comparison of the sigma-0 measurements and numerical weather prediction (NWP)
 surface wind analyses.  The lack of suitable NWP analyses during the SASS period preclu
des the use of SASS data with their method.  However, the method has worked very well for
 C-band data (Freilich and Dunbar, 1992; 1993b).  Their method is based on interpolation 
of an NWP surface wind analysis to each sigma-0 measurement location to generate a very l
arge collocated set of sigma-0 measurements and surface winds which span the range of glo
bal conditions.  The sigma-0 measurements are then binned by physical parameter and avera
ged to generate a model function with some appropriate smoothing.  This approach has the 
advantage that it can include other non-wind parameters as well as estimate the modeling err
or (discussed in a later section).
The use of synoptic scale wind field analyses to produce a model function table without the 
need for an analytical form has both advantages and disadvantages.  The method clearly is s
ensitive to systematic errors in the NWP surface wind analyses.  As the NWP surface wind 
velocities are used to assign each backscatter measurement to a wind speed and azimuth ang
le bin, NWP errors that are a systematic function of wind speed will result in mis-assignme
nt of backscatter measurements, and corresponding errors in the calculation of bin-averaged 
values that form the initial model function estimate.  Random NWP velocity errors will also 
result in mis-assignment of backscatter measurements; however, as the random errors are no
t systematic as a function of, say, wind speed, to lowest order their effects are smaller.  Rand
om NWP errors, however, can result in systematic under predictions of upwind-crosswind a
nd upwind-downwind modulations.  Importantly, the accuracy of individual NWP analyses 
is of lesser importance than the overall systematic accuracy of the analyses -- in the absence 
of systematic wind-speed-dependent or geographical-dependent errors, analysis errors (suc
h as missing fronts and misplacing the centers of lows, etc.) can be considered to add only r
andom errors.  
In recognition of the sensitivity of the model function to the NWP data, the method as imple
mented relies upon multiple NWP analysis products (produced by independent operational 
centers), and includes iterations to identify and exclude synoptic-scale regions where the N
WP analyses clearly do not exhibit the variability evident in the scatterometer measurements
.
A full analysis of the empirical method requires quantitative determination of the magnitude
s of realistic NWP errors, followed by determination of the sensitivity of the method to thes
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e systematic and random errors.  Such a study is presently being conducted, involving both 
buoy-NWP comparisons (to quantify NWP analysis errors) and simulations (to quantify th
e sensitivity of the resulting model function to realistic NWP errors).
The Freilich and Dunbar method does depend on a functional form of the model function b
ut results in a tabular function.  A truncated Fourier series expansion can be used to smooth
 the azimuth response.
d. SSM/I-derived wind speed-based approach
The SSM/I is a multichannel microwave radiometer instrument flying aboard the Defense 
Meteorological Satellites.  There are usually two SSM/I's in operation, each having a 1400 k
m swath which provides near-global coverage each day.  The SSM/I's 37 GHz H-pol chann
el is sensitive to ocean roughness and foam and can be used to estimate the near-surface win
d speed.  The rms difference between SSM/I-derived winds and buoy winds is about 1.3 m/
s (Wentz, 1992a).  SSM/I winds have also been compared with ECMWF wind fields (Halp
ern et al., 1994) and appear to be a reliable product.  However, cloud cover can prevent wind
 retrieval, resulting in large regions without adequate coverage.  Further discussion of the ac
curacy of SSM/I wind speeds is not considered in this report.
SSM/I-derived wind fields can be used to derive a geophysical model function for scatterom
eters (Wentz, 1992b).  Using standard collocation techniques, a SSM/I wind speed can be a
ssigned to each scatterometer sigma-0 measurement.  By relating this wind speed to the sum
 of the scatterometer forward and after observations (the expected value of the sigma-0 sum 
depends only on wind speed, see Freilich, 1994), the wind speed dependence of sigma-0 ca
n be determined.  Once the wind speed dependence is determined, the wind direction depend
ence of sigma-0 is found from histograms of the forward minus the aft sigma-0 difference.  
Essentially this approach is the same as used for the Wentz model function (Wentz et al., 19
84), except that the wind speed is now known from the SSM/I rather than from global statist
ics.  Knowing the wind speed greatly simplifies and enhances the Wentz method.  This appr
oach has recently been successfully applied to the C-band ERS-1 scatterometer (Wentz, 199
2b).  The functional form is similar to SASS-2.
ii. Model Functions Based on Aircraft Data
As previously indicated, the SASS-1 model was originally based on aircraft-data generated 
by the RADSCAT project (Advanced Applications Flight Experiment, at the NASA Langley
 Research Center) (Schroeder et al, 1984; Schroeder et al, 1985).  The project provided an e
xtensive range of sigma-0 values spanning a wide range of ocean wind conditions.  These d
ata have been very useful to the research community in studying both the physics of short w
ave growth and the air-sea interaction (Durden & Vesecky, 1985; Donelan and Pierson, 198
7) and in the development of wind-retrieval algorithms.
The JPL scatterometer group continued the program of airborne Ku-band scatterometer mea
surements with 2 major field experiments that included extensive support with in-situ sea su
rface, wind, and friction velocity measurements.  In the winter of 1986, the Frontal Air-Sea I
nteraction Experiment (FASINEX) included the JPL AMSCAT scatterometer supported by 
wind and friction velocity measurements (Li et al., 1989).  Studies by Weissman combining
 the radar cross section and in-situ data have lead to the development of a ku-band model fu
nction in terms of friction velocity that may be capable of being used with NSCAT data (Wi
essman et al., 1994).  The Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment (SWADE) on the Gulf Str
eam in the Winter of 1991 included both the JPL NUSCAT Ku-band and the University of 
Massachusetts C-band scatterometers.  These wer supported by a wide variety of in-situ me
asurements.  The measurements were combined to create a new generation of sea surface m
eteorological analyses based on a wide network of buoy measurements with a high resolutio
n meteorological reanaysis (Cardone et al., 1995).  These provided the in-situ firction veloci
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ty estiamtes that could be compared with values computed from the Ku-band radar cross sec
tion and Wiessman's friction velocity algorithm.  Such comparisons show excellent agreeme
nt between the radar and coincident meteorlogical values (Wiessman, 1995; Wiessman et al.
, 1996), suggesting that at least the first steps in the generation of a practical friction velocity
-based model function have been made.
iii. Wave tank studies
While no operational model functions have resulted from wave tank studies, wave tank studi
es have played an important role in advancing model function theories.  Since the late 1960's
 many wave tank experimental programs involving microwave radar measurements have bee
n undertaken.  For the most part, each has been focused on a particular scientific question as
sociated with the wind/wave interaction (and sometimes rain), with the radar either acting as 
a "probe" of the short wave spectrum, or as a monitor of long wave-short wave interactions 
with wind speed as a parameter.  A recent study by Keller, Keller and Plant (1992) raises th
e issue of how well scatterometer model functions, which are intended to relate actual ocean 
conditions to the microwave radar cross section, perform in wave tank conditions over a wid
e range of wind speeds (and other parameter variations).
This experimental program investigated five model functions over a range of wind speeds fr
om 0 to 25 m/s, with an X-band radar whose polarization and incidence angle could be varie
d.  The model functions were:  Donelan and Pierson, Durden and Vesecky, Plant, SASS-1 a
nd SASS-2.  The degree of agreement between the sigma-0 data and each model function va
ried with wind conditions and radar parameters.  The physically-based model functions tend
ed to produce more accurate predictions (Keller, Keller and Plant, 1992).  Wave tank data c
an be useful in validating observations made from aircraft and other data but wave tank data 
does have significant limitations.  For example, properties of the measured sigma-0 values i
n the wave tank can be compared with the sigma-0 data collected in the FASINEX experime
nt which included high quality in situ measurements of winds and saves (Weissman, et al., 1
992).  The comparison assumes that the physical mechanisms that affect the sigma-0 proper
ties at X-band are not appreciably different from those at Ku-band. 
With the NRL wave tank setup similar to corresponding measurements with the airborne sc
atterometer during FASINEX, the 28° incidence angle (upwind looking) wave tank data can 
be compared with aircraft scatterometer measurements.  The wind speed dependence of the 
wave tank data for both V-pol and H-pol can be approximated with power law functions of t
he wind speed.  At 28°, both H-pol and V-pol NRL data can be fit by a function whose wind
 speed exponent is approximately unity (see Fig. 15 of Keller, Keller and Plant, 1992).  Thi
s is noticeably different from the SASS-2 algorithm for 28° which is close to 1.5 in both cas
es.  The FASINEX data results (Weissman et al., 1992) show a wind speed exponent (for n
eutral stability winds) of about 2 for both polarizations.  It is prudent to keep in mind that th
e FASINEX results are derived from a fairly small population of data points (but which wer
e well supported with surface observations). 
The strong differences between the 28° wave tank sigma-0 and the models derived from oce
an data may be explained by the likelihood that the electromagnetic scattering mechanism at 
this incidence angle may be dependent on the longer, dominant ocean waves which do not e
xist in the wave tank.  A related observation in the NRL results is that the ratio of V-pol to H
-pol sigma-0 at 28 degrees is typically about 5 dB, but this ratio derived from ocean observa
tions from FASINEX and the NASDA-RRL data is only about 0 dB at 30°.  Again, the abse
nce of long waves in tank data may be the reason for this difference.  As a result, while wave
 tank data can be useful in some studies, it probably can not be successfully used to develop
 an operational model function.
iv. Tower Measurements
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Over the years there have been a number of experiments to collect tower-mounted scatterom
eter data.  Such experiments have yielded important insights into the details of the model fu
nction but no operational model functions based on tower data have been derived.  In the fol
lowing discussion we illustrate the insights into model function physics provided by tower-
based measurements.
Several recent experimental programs have been carried out involving Ku-band radars on fix
ed towers that have produced sigma-0 measurements as a function of wind speed.  The Tow
er Ocean Wave and Radar Dependence Experiment (TOWARD) was conducted near Missi
on Beach in San Diego, in the Spring of 1985.  There were a variety of research investigatio
ns involved in this effort.  One of the studies conducted by the Naval Research Laboratory 
was of the modulation transfer function and average radar cross section measured at Ku-ban
d (V-pol) (Keller and Plant, 1990).  These results were limited to lower wind speeds, below 
9 m/s.  The analysis of these cross section results has mainly been with respect to observing
 the effect of the relative angles between winds, wave propagation and radar look-direction.  
The wind speed dependence properties were compared with the SASS-II algorithm and the 
measured sigma-0 found to lie about 3 dB lower than the model predictions for winds from 
2.5 to 9 m/s and upwind looks.  Other important tower experiments include SAXON and S
AXON-FPN.
A comprehensive tower radar experiment that produced very significant results relevant to th
e Ku-band model function was the Water-Air Vertical Exchanges Experiment (WAVES 87)
.  Ku-band radar backscatter (at 14 GHz), wave, and environmental measurements were con
ducted from a research tower in Lake Ontario in the Autumn of 1987, for about six weeks (
Colton, 1989).  Both wind speed and friction velocity were measured as the averaged sigma-
0 was recorded as a function of incidence angle (0°, 10°, 20°, 40°, 60°‚ and 80° off nadir) an
d azimuth angle over a 300° range).  Over the course of this experiment, a wide range of wav
e, wind and environmental measurements were encountered and the analysis by Colton syste
matically explores their individual effects on the various properties of the Ku-band backscatt
er signature.
Among the findings of this investigation, we can examine the results of the regression analy
sis of the average sigma-0 versus both wind speed (neutral stability winds at 19.5 m/s) and f
riction velocity.  On a log-log scale, the slope of the regression line equals the wind variable 
exponent.  The wind speed exponents (for a power law wind function) for both 20° and 40° 
incidence angles are smaller for the friction velocity model function than that of the wind sp
eed model function.  This is consistent with a drag coefficient that is a function of wind spee
d.  Colton (1995) has pointed out that over Lake Ontario the drag coefficient dependence on
 wind is appreciably stronger than in the open ocean because of the shorter, steeper wave fiel
ds.  Therefore for a situation in which the winds at a location in Lake Ontario were equal to 
an ocean region, the stress and friction velocity would be greater in the Lake.
Long et al. (1996a) also conducted an extensive experiment on Lake Ontario (Yscat95).  Co
mparing the wind speed dependence of sigma-0 at a variety of frequencies, they found that c
ompared to lower frequencies, Ku-band is the most sensitive to wind speed.  Long et al. (19
96b) found that the scattering statistics were log-normal and had general agreement with the 
composite model though improvements in wind-wave modeling were required.
Similarities and agreements between tower and aircraft radar measurements suggest that we 
can learn a great deal about the physics of scatterometry from airborne platform measureme
nts from well-executed tower measurement programs such as WAVES 87 (Colton, 1989; D
onelan et al. 1985).  It is important to realize, however, that sigma-0 measurements from the
se relatively low-altitude platforms may exhibit much more variability than similar satellite m
easurements.  The increased variability inherent in these measurements must be compensate
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d by careful measurement techniques and adequate attention to the effects of fetch and integ
ration times on the resulting data.
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V. Analysis and Comparison of Existing Model Functions
In this section we compare and analyze several model functions.  We limit our comparison t
o "operational" model functions as previously defined.  The model functions for Ku-band t
hat are considered are the SASS-1, SASS-2 (Wentz et al. 1984), Donelan and Pierson (198
7), and Plant (1986) models. 
The ultimate tests and comparison metrics for model functions relate to the accuracies of the
 retrieved vector winds.  However, as noted above, scatterometer wind retrieval is a highly no
nlinear process, and it is difficult to relate changes in the model function to changes in retrie
ved vector winds in simple, yet accurate ways.  The issue is compounded by the multi-dimen
sional parameter space (wind speed, relative azimuth, incidence angle) required by fan-beam 
scatterometer model functions.  The tabular, non-analytic nature of some model functions ad
ds further complexity.  
A number of methods for comparing the performance of model functions have been develop
ed but no single method is acceptable for all users.  While most model function comparison
s have been based on the comparison of retrieved winds with conventionally measured wind
s, other comparisons have been based on the RMS error and other statistics of the predicted 
and observed sigma-0 values have also been used. 
In the following subsections we compare various models using published results and analys
is and comparisons suggested by members of the subcommittee.  Other analysis techniques
 and results are described elsewhere in this report.  Overall, the committee feels that the best 
existing model function is SASS-2.

A. Comparisons using sigma-0 and comparison winds
Woiceshyn et al. (1986) provide the most comprehensive discussion of the limitations of the
 SASS-1 model function.  Their results suggested an inconsistency between the model funct
ions for each polarization (discussed in 5.C).  They also compared the performance of SAS
S-1 and SASS-1 precursor model functions using wind data collected during JASIN and fr
om NDBO buoys of the U.S. coast.  They noted that winds retrieved using SASS-1 were bi
ased approximately 1 m/s low.  Reduced sensitivity of sigma-0 to the wind speed was noted 
for wind speeds less than 4 m/s and greater than 15 m/s suggesting that the simple power-la
w relationship used for SASS-1 does not adequately model the correct wind speed depende
nce of sigma-0.  It should be noted that the wind speed bias noted for SASS-1 is corrected i
n SASS-2 (Wentz, 1984) and that SASS-2 exhibits a convexity in the wind speed dependen
ce of the sort suggested by Woiceshyn et al. (1986).

B. Model function properties and comparisons using aircraft data
The Frontal Air-Sea Interaction Experiment (FASINEX) provided a unique data set with coi
ncident airborne scatterometer measurements of the ocean surface radar cross section (at Ku
-band) and a wide variety of precise environmental measurements including measurements o
f the wind stress.  This data provides an opportunity to compare the relationship of aircraft-
derived sigma-0 to both the near surface wind and the wind stress.  These data have been an
alyzed to create new algorithms for both wind speed and surface friction velocity (square ro
ot of the kinematic wind stress) and to better understand the air-sea variables that have the st
rongest influence on the radar cross section.  Studies of data from FASINEX indicate that t
he sigma-0 has a different dependence on friction velocity than on wind speed.  The differen
ce between sigma-0 models using these two variables depends on both the polarization and t
he incidence angle.  FASINEX sigma-0 data span 10 different flight days.  The wind speeds
 ranged from 2 to 20 m/s.  Stress measurements were inferred from ship-board instruments 
and from aircraft flying at low altitudes, closely following the scatterometer.  A wide range o
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f radar incidence angles and environmental conditions needed to develop algorithms fully ar
e available from this experiment.
Weissman (1990) conducted a detailed comparison of the predictions of Plant's theory with 
these airborne sigma-0 measurements obtained during FASINEX (Li et al., 1989), which we
re supported by an excellent set of in-situ wind and wave data (Friehe et al., 1991). This stu
dy emphasized analysis of the azimuth properties of the data and the theory at incidence ang
les of 40° and 50°, at several different wind speeds (up to 13 m/s).  The successes of this the
ory were for V-pol; both magnitude and azimuth dependence.  The H-pol azimuth dependen
ce could be interpreted with this theoretical model; the strong upwind-to-downwind differen
ce could be predicted with the modulation transfer function in the sigma-0 calculation.  The 
critical issue was that the absolute magnitude of the measured H-pol sigma-0 was typically 
3 dB higher than the theory could predict for winds in the 6 to 13 m/s range.  Also in this pa
per, there was data from a 13 m/s wind day for which there was 60° incidence angle data.  A
gain the V-pol theory worked well, but H-pol was too low.
In a later study, the wind speed and friction velocity dependence of Plant's model at 40° and 
50° incidence was assessed.  The only case in which the predictions give good agreement wi
th the data is for V-pol, at winds less than 10 m/s.  For other conditions at these incidence a
ngles, the predictions are appreciably lower, with a weaker sensitivity to wind than the data d
isplays.
A more recent study by Weissman, et al. (1994) develops functional fits to the wind and fric
tion velocity for both V-pol and H-pol, for incidence angles from 20° to 50°.  Since the SAS
S-2 model function has been accepted as the best and most comprehensive for its purpose, t
he Weissman study follows the SASS-2 practice of representing the azimuthal variation of t
he sigma-0 with a 3 term, truncated Fourier series.  At a fixed polarization and incidence ang
le, the coefficients of this series (usually labeled as A0, A1, A2) are treated as functions of ea
ch of the wind variables, analyzed independently.  Comparisons of the measurements with t
he SASS-2 (or, Wentz) model function predictions and with power-law fits of A0 to the data
 have been made.
The comparisons of the FASINEX aircraft sigma-0 with the SASS-2 model function (for wi
nd speed only) show the following:

1.
For 40° and 50° incidence the average normalized radar cross section, A0, ha

s been used with this model function to estimate winds.  These estimates are within a
n RMS error of less than 2 m/s from the in-situ winds.  The relative errors are larges
t at wind speeds above 10 m/s.  At these higher wind speeds the SASS-2 algorithm 
often under-predicts A0 by about 1 to 2 dB.  This can lead to wind inferences as mu
ch as 3 m/s too high.  However, a simple "tuning" of A0 by changing the power-law 
parameters can reduce this RMS error by a factor of two.  At incidence angles of 20
° and 30° there is greater scatter in the data about the SASS-2 and power law fits.  T
he wind estimates in these case can have an RMS error of 2-3 m/s.  However, chang
es in the numerical values of the power-law parameters, using the FASINEX results, 
can reduce these errors significantly.
These FASINEX results support the widely held view that the SASS-2 algorithm is 
credible for many conditions.  However, they also demonstrate that there is a need fo
r improvement, and where these improvements should be made.

2.
The Fourier series coefficients associated with the azimuthal variation displa

y important features.  The term associated with upwind/downwind differences (A1/A
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0) displays a wide variability and scatter about the SASS-2 formula.  In many cases t
hese data have a "running average" which decreases more steeply with increasing wi
nd than the SASS-2 model predicts.  The data associated with the crosswind term (A
2/A0) tends to have only moderate scatter and usually tends to lie close to the SASS-
2 function in most case.

Another important finding of the FASINEX scatterometer analysis is that the data appear to 
confirm what had been suspected by some researchers: the functional fit of the A0 data with 
increasing wind speed is often better (i.e., a higher level of correlation) for a power-law func
tion of friction velocity than for a function of wind speed (U10).  The data analysis of Weiss
man, et al. (1994) provides specific information on the exact function parameters and the de
gree of correlation with both wind speed and friction velocity.  Present indications are that a 
separate scatterometer model function for friction velocity may be preferable for oceanograp
hic applications that require estimates of this variable.  This would bypass the error-prone te
chnique of using wind speed estimates and a mathematical model of the neutral stability dra
g coefficient to estimate u*.
Comparisons between the Wentz (SASS-2) model for A0 and the value derived by Weissm
an et al. (1992) from FASINEX data are remarkably similar.  Since Wentz's wind exponent
s were computed using an assumption about the form of the probability density function for
 global neutral stability winds, it would be interesting to compare the sensitivity of his model
 to changes in the probability density function.  Such an analysis might lead to interesting o
bservations about the global statistics of the 19 m neutral stability wind (U19N) and u*.  Thi
s is being pursued by D. Weissman.

C. Self consistency
The self consistency of model functions can be evaluated without the use of comparison dat
a.  For example, Woiceshyn et al. (1986) and Sylvester et al. (1989, 1990) examined the con
sistency of the model functions for the different polarization.  Woiceshyn et al. (1986) coloc
ated sets of pairs of H- and V-pol sigma- measurements.  Graphing the wind speeds recover
ed from the H-pol measurements versus the wind speed recovered from the V-pol measure
ments revealed that the two polarizations did not yield consistent wind speeds, particularly at
 high wind speeds.  At both low and high wind speeds, H-pol winds were consistently highe
r than V-pol winds.  The SASS-1 model function yields self-consistent wind speeds only ov
er mid-range wind speeds.
Using the same SASS data Sylvester et al. (1989, 1990) variously examined the scatter of th
e maximum H-pol versus the maximum V-pol and minimum H-pol versus minimum V-pol 
sigma-0 values.  Based on these scatter plots and the statistics of the sigma-0 measurements,
 Sylvester et al. (1989, 1990) concluded that both the SASS-1, Plant, and Donelan and Piers
on models were, in general, inadequate.  They showed that the SASS-2 model has properties
 that agree most closely with the actual data based on the scatter of the actual data compared 
with the predicted scatter of the model.  

D. Comparisons in model parameter space
Freilich and Dunbar (1993) present an example of a model function comparison approach 
designed to simply span the full parameter space while remaining independent of both wind 
retrieval technique and the precise formulation (tabular or analytic) of the models being com
pared.  The approach involves calculating the azimuth Fourier series for sigma-0 at each loc
ation on a regular grid defined by wind speed and incidence angle (e.g., a 2 term series is ill
ustrated in Eq. (4.2).  The values of each coefficient (An) in the Fourier series define a surfa
ce in (speed, incidence angle) space, which can be easily presented as a contour plot.  Multip
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le models can be compared, coefficient by coefficient, by overlaying the contours.  In practic
e, significant model function differences can be examined for moderate incidence angles by 
comparing contour plots for the general wind speed dependence (A0 versus. speed and inci
dence angle), upwind/crosswind modulation (A2 or normalized A2/A0 versus speed and inci
dence angle) and normalized upwind-downwind sensitivity (A1/A0 in the speed, incidence a
ngle plane).
To illustrate Freilich and Dunbar's approach the SASS-I and SASS-2 model functions are c
ompared in Figs. 5.1-5.3.  A standard table of sigma-0 as a function of wind speed |U|, inci
dence angle θ, and relative azimuth χ was constructed for each model function based on anal
ytic forms and coefficients provided in the literature.  Coefficients of the Fourier cosine seri
es in azimuth were calculated for each (|U|,θ) pair.  

Figure 5.1 shows the surfaces defined by the Ao for each model over the range 3<|U|<20 m
/s and 16°<θ<58°.  In both models, Ao is a decreasing function of incidence angle, with a gr
eater incidence angle sensitivity at low wind speeds than at higher winds.  The model functio
ns predict very similar Ao for θ<30°, but they increasingly diverge at higher incidence angle
s and particularly at low wind speeds.  

Figure 5.1.  Comparison contour plot of A0 for SASS-1 and SASS-2.
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Figure 5.2 compares surfaces of upwind/crosswind modulation (defined here as the  dB rati
o of sigma-0 at χ=0° to sigma-0 at χ=90°).  Both models predict generally increasing upwin
d/crosswind modulation with increasing incidence angle at fixed wind speed, and decreasing
 modulation with increasing wind speed at fixed incidence angle.  However, the detailed sha
pes of the surfaces are significantly different for the two model functions, especially at low 
wind speeds.

Figure 5.2.  Comparison contour plot of upwind/crosswind ratio for SASS-1 and SASS-2.  
The ratio (in dB)is defined as the ratio of sigma-0 at χ=0° to sigma-0 at χ=90°

Finally, upwind/downwind ratios (in dB) (defined here as the  dB ratio of sigma-0 at χ=0° t
o sigma-0 at χ=180°). are presented in Figure 5.3.  As expected from the different data sour
ces used in the derivations of the two models and previous discussions, both the relative sha
pes and the absolute magnitudes are significantly different between the two model functions
.  The differences are particularly large for θ>30°.
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Figure 5.3. Comparison contour plot of the upwind/downwind ratio of SASS-1 and SASS-
2.The ratio (in dB) is defined as the ratio of sigma-0 at χ=0° to sigma-0 at χ=180°

E. Locations of Azimuth Minima
The normalized radar backscattering cross sections for each polarization, σ°VV and σ°HH, ar
e a function of wind speed (or perhaps the friction velocity), incidence angle, wind direction.
  Various functional forms for these model functions have been given in the literature.  As of
 now, there have been two different analytical forms for the C-band V-pol model function ba
sed on the availability of actual data.  Freilich and Dunbar (1993) have developed a method 
that avoids expressing the model function analytically.  It produces a table that replaces the a
nalytical form and thus is not limited by the following considerations.
Recent results (Li et al. 1988) reveal inconsistencies between empirical model functions and
 the azimuthal variation of sigma-0.  This is due, in part, to the functional form of the azimut
h angle variation.  For a given wind speed incidence angle and polarization, sigma-0 varies a
s a function of the wind direction.  The most general representation, with no jump discontin
uities for the purpose at hand, is a function that uses sines and cosines as the orthogonal bas
is as given by Eq. (5.1) below.  In principle, but not in practice, N can be very large for an an
alytic expression for sigma-0 as a function of the relative azimuth angle.  

For a fixed wind speed and incidence angle,
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σ o(χ ) = A0 + An cos nχ
n=1

N

∑ + Bn sinnχ    (5.1)

where Ao, An, and Bn are functions of the wind speed and incidence angle.

Most model functions assume azimuthal symmetry, i.e., σ o(χ ) = σ o(−χ )  so that the Bn in 
Eq. (5.1) are zero.  This model for the azimuthal variation of sigma-0 (with small N) has bee
n widely used. The SASS-1 model contained terms equivalent to N=7 fitted to the logarithm
 of the backscatter.  Schroeder, et al. (1984, 1985) fitted Eq. (5.1) to the AAFE circle flight 
data with N=2.  Britt and Schroeder (1984) fitted the AAFE circle flight data to Eq. (5.1) wi
th N=4.  Unfortunately, for small N, this approach may yield unrealistic secondary maxima 
and minima for some wind speeds, incidence angles, and directions as evident in Wentz et al
. (1994) where the H-pol sigma-0 is negative for some low winds for relative azimuth angles
 near 90° and  270°.

Note that when Bn=0 in Eq. (5.1), the minima of σ o(χ )  are at exactly cross-wind only whe
n A1=0 (see Appendix D).  Li et al. (1988) showed, using aircraft data from FASINEX (see
 previous discussion), that the minima of σ o(χ )  do not always occur at cross wind.  The res
ults of the modeling work presented in Chen et al (1993) suggest that this off-crosswind mi
nima may be the result of the skewness of the surface waves.  This is a key area of current r
esearch.
Liu and Pierson (1994) have made an extensive analysis of the locations of the azimuthal m
inima for C-band.  Additional analysis for Ku-band is contained in Appendix D.
Freilich and Dunbar (1993) have developed a method that, in principle, can avoid expressin
g the model function analytically by produces a model function table that replaces the analyt
ical form.  The Freilich and Dunbar approach is thus particularly appealing for generating a 
post-launch model function.  However, they did use a low-order Fourier Series expansion o
f the form of Eq. (5.1) to generate a C-band model function.  

F. Recommendations
Based on the analyses presented the literature and here, we conclude that the SASS-2 model
 function represents the best existing operational model function.  At this time, we recomme
nd that it be used as the baseline model function for use in NSCAT wind retrieval.
A possible implication for future NSCAT activities resulting from Weissman's analysis is th
at two model functions could be developed for the analysis and application of satellite data.  
One for the wind speed (U10) and another for friction velocity (u*).  The question of the uti
lity of additional, auxiliary data from other sensors (e.g., radiometers) to improve the u* alg
orithm remains open.

Further research into the location of the azimuth minima of σ o(χ )
n of the azimuth minima as metric for model function comparisons is warranted.  
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VI. Sigma-0 Sensitivity to Geophysical Parameters
The purpose of this section is to consider the sensitivity of sigma-0 to geophysical variables
.  Chief among these, of course, is wind.  However, as previously discussed, other geophysic
al parameters (e.g., long waves) may also affect sigma-0.  Since the sensitivity of sigma-0 to
 geophysical parameters must be evaluated by comparison of the sigma-0 measurements to 
measurements of the geophysical variables.  Unfortunately, both the measurements of sigma
-0 and the geophysical parameters have errors.  While the former is primarily a radar proble
m, the latter is a geophysical problem and it is appropriate that we consider the determinatio
n of the "ground-truth."
Because the geophysical measurements to which the sigma-0 measurements are compared a
lso have errors we first consider the issues involved with comparison data when applied to s
catterometer model function refinement.  The sensitivity of sigma-0 to wind speed and wind 
stress are then addressed followed by a discussions of a possible low wind speed cutoff and
 a high wind speed saturation in the model function.  Long waves and rain effects are also br
iefly considered.  As discussed in the section summary the subcommittee concludes with re
servations that "the scatterometer measures U10."

A. The problems of comparison data
The problem of "ground truth" comparison data is that there is no ground and there is no tr
uth.  There are data on the winds and the wind stress over the ocean that can be compared to
 the winds and wind stress inferred from backscatter data.  These data are varied in both qua
ntity and quality.
i. Data sources
While not limiting data sources to this list, typical comparison conventional data consist of:

1) The routine reports by ships without anemometers of estimates of the wind speed and
 directions.

2) The routine reports by ships with anemometers of measurements of the wind speed a
nd direction.

3) The routine reports of wind speed and direction by United States National Data Buoy
s every ten minutes, with supplemental data of great value.

4) The routine reports of wind speed and direction by data buoys deployed by other nati
ons.

Some remotely-sensed comparison data include:
1) SSM/I-derived wind speeds.
2) The outputs of GCMs.

Directly measured wind stress is not routinely reported.  The various experiments Large an
d Pond (1981), Geernaert et al. (1987, 1988), and Donelan (1990) that have measured wind
 stress disagree with one another as to the relationship of the stress to the time averaged win
d at 10 m, or at any other height.  The use of SSM/I-derived wind speeds and GCM outputs
 were previously discussed.  In the following we address concerns with the interpretation an
d quality of conventional data.
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ii. Quality of wind data
The study by Pierson (1990) that compared the wind reports from items 1 to 4 above found
 that the ship reports were highly questionable and essentially concluded that the wind repor
ts by data buoys were the only data useful enough for comparison to the winds recovered b
y a scatterometer (based on NDBC buoy data).
The GOASEX experiment during SEASAT, Jones et al. (1982), Schroeder et al. (1982) an
d Brown et al. (1982) illustrates the difficulty of using conventional winds to validate scatter
ometer winds.  If the errors and biases of the conventional winds produce uncertainties of pl
us or minus 2 or 3 m/s in speed and ±30° in direction, validating design goals for a scattero
meter becomes impossible.
The difficulties in defining the synoptic scale wind field over an oceanic area at present are 
well illustrated by the recent LEWEX experiment (Beal, 1991).  A number of analysis cente
rs that used the same data base produced wind fields that disagreed with each other by  subs
tantial amounts.  This complicated the interpretation of the wave spectra produced from thes
e wind fields.
Pierson suggests a straightforward way to determine how well the synoptic scale winds fro
m conventional analyses agree with measured winds.  Every synoptic scale analysis yields a 
wind speed and direction by interpolation at each location of a data buoy.  Each National Da
ta Buoy reports the winds for 10 minute averages continuously.  A synoptic scale average of
 the measured wind (Pierson, 1983) representative of a scatterometer super observation can 
be obtained from each data buoy, which would permit a direct comparison between the syno
ptic scale wind and the measured wind.
iii. Comparison data wind stress vs. wind speed measurement
The anemometer heights on the various data buoys vary.  It is necessary to refer all winds to
 a common height and to what has been termed the effective neutral wind speed described be
low.  The calculation of the effective neutral wind speed requires the use of the Monin-Obu
khov - R. H. Brown planetary boundary layer model, which in turn require a drag coefficien
t.
The drag coefficient is one of the most elusive quantities in boundary layer theory.  There ar
e several dozen proposed equations of the form, CD = A + B |U|.  Those who believe that t
he Buckingham PI theorem can solve all problems (See LeMehaute (1990) for a discussion 
of dimensional analysis) are distressed by this equation, but few have tried to do otherwise.
To confound the problem even more, there have been a number of papers that report a relati
onship between the wind stress and properties of the waves at the time the winds were meas
ured, Blake (1991), Donelan (1982), Geernaert (1990).  Several agree that the wind stress d
ecreases with increasing wave age and wave height since one is correlated with the other.  Th
ey do not agree as to details, however.  Toba et al. (1990) give exactly the opposite conclusi
on.
The one favorable feature of these results is that the variation of wind speed with height, say 
from 10 m to 19.5 m, for most stability conditions is rather insensitive to the value of the dra
g coefficient.  The calculated stresses can differ by large amounts but the wind speed differe
nces at, say, 10 m for winds measured at, say 19.5 m, or conversely, differ by rather small a
mounts when different drag coefficients are used.  The influence of varying wave properties 
on the variation of wind speed and direction versus height has been investigated in only a li
mited way.
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iv. Wind reference height
The use of a 19.5 m reference height began with a series of three back to back papers by M
oskowitz  (1964), Pierson and Moskowitz (1964) and Pierson (1964).  The well-known pro
posed spectral forms for fully developed wind seas were based on data obtained by the Tuc
ker Shipborne Wave Recorder operated on British weather ships.  These ships had anemom
eters mounted at a height above the waves as reported in feet which converted to 19.5 meters
.  The authors at that time had considerable trepidation in converting the reported winds in k
nots to meters per second and to a height of 10 meters because of the variety of drag coeffic
ients then available (see Neumann and Pierson, 1966).  Various wave forecasting models th
at resulted were then based on winds for an anemometer height of 19.5 m.
The reference anemometer height of 10 m was chosen a long time ago and thought to best r
epresent the anemometer heights on ships and the wind that best corresponded to the Beauf
ort estimates.  However, very few ships at sea have anemometers at 10 m and the air flow ar
ound the ship is distorted.  The little data on the subject has failed to show that correcting a 
ship reported wind for anemometer effects makes the result more accurate.  For a counter vi
ew see Cardone and Carre (1980).
There would be little difficulty in referring the wind to either 10 or 19.5 m, but there is a sub
stantial difference in wind speeds for high winds that needs to be considered.  The objective 
of  ±2 m or 10%, whichever is worse, is more difficult to meet for the higher anemometer he
ight.
v. The "effective" neutral wind in the marine boundary layer
The wind speed and direction measured by an anemometer may not equal the wind speed an
d direction recovered by a model function, even if the model function and the measured win
d are correct.  The time averaged wind varies as a function of elevation over the ocean and ca
n be represented by the theory of Monin and Obukhov (1954) for the first 10 to 30 meters, 
or so, above the mean sea surface.  The variation of wind with height calculated from Monin
 Obukhov theory merges with Ekman theory and the effects of the thermal wind so as to be 
able to describe the wind up to the gradient wind level.
Monin Obukhov theory accounts for the effects of atmospheric stability by means of the M
onin Obukhov length, which yields a departure from the logarithmic wind profile depending
 upon atmospheric stratification.  The actual wind speed at an elevation of 10 meters above t
he mean sea surface can be either greater than or less than the speed calculated for a neutrall
y stratified wind profile depending upon the Monin Obukhov length.
The SEASAT SASS winds were compared with the effective neutral wind because this wind
 describes the variation of the wind with elevation for the first few meters (one or two) above
 the sea surface where the Monin Obukhov effects are small.  An assumption about the relat
ionship between the wind stress and the wind at 10 m is needed, but once this is made the pr
ocedure is to use the wind measured at a known anemometer height, calculate the wind profi
le from the theory, which determines u* and then calculate the wind at 10 meters (or as for 
SEASAT 19.5 meters) for a neutral profile.  The difference between the measured wind at 1
0 m  and the effective neutral wind, which is obtained from a model function, can be substan
tial for areas of warm air advection, and moderate wind speeds where the atmosphere is stabl
e and for areas of strong cold air advection where the atmosphere is unstable.
The calculated wind stress and the friction velocity can differ by substantial amounts depend
ing upon the assumed relationship between the wind and the friction velocity, but the effectiv
e neutral wind will not differ by very much for the different assumptions.
vi. Atmospheric stability and air/sea temperature difference
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As discussed in the following section, the scatterometer measures a wind-like variable.  How
ever, we are generally interested in either the wind vector or the wind stress vector.  Since the
 wind vector at some reference height and the wind stress are affect by the atmospheric stabi
lity which, in turn, is affected by the air/sea temperature difference, these become significant 
to the geophysical modeling problem.
There are considerable disagreement on the effects of sea surface temperature on radar back
scatter.  The general belief is that radar backscatter depends on ocean surface waves near the
 Bragg wavelengths which are affected by viscosity and surface tension.  Viscosity changes 
roughly by 50% for the natural range of sea surface temperature and should be a more impo
rtant factor than surface tension which changes by only 5% (Liu, 1984; Stewart, 1985).  Th
e effects have been examined using theory, laboratory experiments and from satellite data, b
ut no clear conclusions have been reached.
Lleonart and Blackman (1980) introduced the factors of viscosity and surface tension into t
heir formulation of wave spectra and postulated, through dimensional argument, that the spe
ctral density of capillary waves ϕ=Cν1/2, where ν is the kinematic viscosity and C is invarian
t with viscosity.  Backscatter increases with wave and viscosity decreases with increasing te
mperature; however, the formulation of Lleonart and Blackman implies that the backscatter 
would decrease with increasing temperature.  Liu (1984) examined the relationship between 
SEASAT scatterometer wind speed residual and sea surface temperature using bin-averaged
 ship reports.  The comparison over the east North Atlantic and the west North Pacific, wher
e dense ship reports are available, implies that backscatter decreases with increasing tempera
ture when the wind speeds are low.  The study by Freilich (1986) on a similar relationship, 
completed with more vigorous statistical techniques and using individual buoy data, yields e
xcellent agreement.
There is a strong argument, however, for decreasing wave spectra with increasing viscosity b
ased on the belief that viscosity acts as a damping of dissipating force.  In the model of Don
elan and Pierson (1987), the capillary spectra ϕ=A-Bν1/n, where A and B are invariant to vi
scosity and n is to be determined, has been interpreted as a support of increase in backscatte
r with sea surface temperature (e.g., Woiceshyn et al., 1986), which is true if n is positive.  
Donelan and Pierson also postulated a temperature dependent threshold wind speed for capi
llary waves to form.  In a laboratory experiment to validate this postulation, Kahma and Do
nelan (1988) also found that the rms slope of capillary waves increases with water temperat
ure which implies that the spectral density would also increase with temperature.  Zheng et a
l. (1996) measured X-band radar return over a water tank with mechanically generated wave
s and found large increases of the backscatter coefficient with temperature and postulated th
at capillary waves depend on kinematic viscosity to the -8/3 power.
Keller et al. (1989) and Keller et al. (1992) found no systematic dependence of C-band bac
kscatter on sea surface temperature in both field experiments in the North Sea and in laborat
ory studies.  Recently, T. Liu (unpublished results) compared backscatter coefficients from t
he ERS-1 scatterometer and wind fields from numerical weather prediction models from the
 National Meteorological Center and sea surface temperatures from AVHRR over the global
 ocean.  Preliminary results show no significant dependence of the residual backscatter coef
ficient on sea surface temperature.
Imperfect model function and inaccurate observations of wind and temperature made it diffi
cult to isolate the temperature effect from the scatterometer measurements, in the presence of
 much stronger variabilities due to wind, incidence angle, and polarization.  The applicability 
to natural conditions of laboratory results, particularly those using mechanically generated w
aves without energy input from wind, is also a major concern.  The sea surface temperatures
 available are bulk temperatures whose variability may be quite different from the skin tempe
rature which affects the capillary waves.  It is clear that there is no agreement between satellit
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e data and laboratory data and between satellite data and theory.  However, except for the res
ults of Zheng et al. (1995), sea surface temperature appears to be a secondary factor, with ef
fects much smaller than primary factors related to wind.

B. Wind stress versus wind speed

Although it is beyond doubt that σo is sensitive to some characteristic of the wind in the bou
ndary layer, it is not clear exactly what is the most appropriate choice.  Is it the friction veloc
ity - presumably with the direction of the stress vector - or is it some "neutral'" wind at 19 m
, 10 m, 1 cm?  In order to discuss the problem at all it is necessary to acknowledge that varia
tions in σo come from several sources including: (a) Bragg scattering from wind-generated 
centimetric waves, (b) wedge and corner scattering from slope discontinuities due to very ste
ep and breaking waves, (c) scattering from turbulent whitecaps, (d) Bragg scattering from pa
rasitic capillaries.  Clearly the wind dependencies of these various scattering mechanisms ar
e different: in the usual moderate wind speed range of 5 to 15 m/s, various empirical results 
indicate that the wind speed dependence of σo for Ku-band is roughly quadratic for (a) and 
cubic for (b) and (c) -- virtually nothing is known about (d).
Ultimately the problem may be resolved by a complete coupled dynamical model for the air-
water boundary layers and the scattering from the resulting surface.  In the meantime, we m
ust rely on emperical observations and simplified models such as Bragg scattering.
Let us consider Bragg scattering from wind-generated centimetric waves only, since this is b
elieved to be the principal component of σo at moderate wind speeds (at least for vertical pol
arization).  Insofar as first order Bragg scattering is the dominant component of sigma-0, th
e key question is what wind related parameter is most closely correlated with the spectral de
nsity of waves near the Bragg wavenumber.  The stress is supported by a broad region of th
e spectrum, corresponding to waves of length 2 cm to several meters.  A reasonable rule of t
humb is that those waves having phase speed less than 5 times the friction velocity carry the 
stress.  Calculations, based on the little we know of the high wavenumber part of the spectru
m, indicate that the capillary waves support very little of the stress.  Thus at Ku-band the Bra
gg waves provide an indication of the roughness height at one end of the spectrum of rough
ness.  They do not reflect the "integral" overall roughness, and therefore their connection wit
h the total stress is tenuous.
Consider the effect of adding a mono-molecular layer of some surfactant to a water surface 
under the action of wind stress.  The surfactant film attenuates the high wavenumber waves 
and may entirely eliminate the Bragg waves at the high end of the spectrum.  If only a small 
quantity of surfactant is added, some of the roughness elements remain but the Bragg scatte
rs, and hence sigma-0, are greatly reduced.  The stress will be reduced also but typically by 
only a factor of 2 or so (Mitsuyasu and Honda, 1982).  If enough surfactant is added to eli
minate all the wind-waves, sigma-0 will drop to near zero, but the stress will drop to its smo
oth wall value (Mitsuyasu and Kusaba, 1986), which is only about a factor of 2 or 3 smaller
 than its nominal value.
These thought experiments suggest that "the scatterometer measures stress" can not be com
pletely correct.  Nonetheless, surface stress may well be the wind parameter most closely rel
ated to sigma-0.  The other popular choices of wind parameter are the wind speed at the W
MO recommended height of 10 m or at the nominal ship mast height of 19.5 m.  Both of th
ese wind parameters would actually increase for a given geostrophic wind and a film-smoot
hed surface, while σo decreases.  There is no escaping the fact that σo reflects the scattering 
from a narrow wavelength range and u*, U10, U19.5 etc., are all determined by the total roug
hness of the surface, which involves a very wide range of wavelengths.  The only completely
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 consistent way to correlate σo with surface variables necessarily includes: a complete scatter
ing theory; knowledge of the non-locally generated waves - "swell'"; knowledge of surface p
roperties that affect the local generation such as viscosity, currents, surface dilational modul
us; knowledge of atmospheric stability.  Although considerable work is being done on the s
ubject, a full scattering theory has not yet been developed.  Furthermore, much of the require
d knowledge of surface properties may not be easily acquired from satellites.  In view of the
se shortcomings, how should sigma-0 be interpreted?
In a purely wind generated sea, if conditions are steady and homogeneous over the upwind f
etch, the spectrum of waves is self similar and the distribution of "roughness elements" over
 the wave spectrum depends on the wave age.  In these circumstances, a measure of the roug
hness height in one part of the spectrum (1 cm to 5 cm) may very well yield a good estimate
 of the stress provided the wave age is not widely different from its open ocean range of 0.5 
to 0.83 and the surface is clean.  If the wave age is known, from measurements or modeling,
 then even tighter estimates are possible.  The presence of non-locally generated wave syste
ms can alter the stress and refined stress estimates are possible if the non-local wave system
s are measured or accurately predicted by numerical models.  These "long waves" are dealt 
with below.  For the moment we will assume a purely locally generated sea and see how σo 
may be exploited to yield the best estimate of surface wind properties.  The following infor
mation is assumed to be available: σo, and sea surface temperature, Tw. The following relatio
nships are assumed to be established:

σo = f (u*, Tw, cp/U10)

where cp/U10 is the wave age.  The following procedure is then applied:

1.
From the σo and Tw values and the assumed full development value of wave 

age (cp/U10 = 0.83), the magnitude of the stress is determined (the direction is  d
iscussed elsewhere).

2.
The roughness length Z0 is estimated from Charnock (1955) using 0.014 fo

r the "constant", i.e.
Z0 = 0.014 u*2/g.

3. The neutral wind speed at 10 m is determined from the "law of wall",
U10 = u*/κ ln(10/Z0).

4.
The wave age of the wind sea is computed, cp/U10, and the roughness length 

is adjusted.  The wind speed at 10 m is recomputed.

C. Low wind speed cutoff and water temperature
It has been argued (Donelan and Pierson, 1987) that viscous dissipation will suppress the s
hort wave length Bragg scatterers at low wind speeds.  Waves with wavelengths of 5 and 2 c
m, which approximately correspond to the Bragg wavelengths at C and Ku-band, are signifi
cantly attenuated by viscosity.  However, molecular viscosity doubles as the water temperatu
re decreases from 30° to 0° C.  Donelan and Pierson (1987) predicted that these wavelength
s could not be generated at all unless a certain threshold temperature dependent wind speed 
was exceeded.  This would result in very small (or zero) backscatter values (see Appendix E
).
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An experimental study of the generation of waves by light winds made by Kahma and Don
elan (1988) suggested that water temperature has a strong effect on the frequency spectrum 
of the Bragg waves.  Data were acquired for a fixed water temperature and for two fixed fre
quencies.  Increasing the wind speed from a very low value showed a two order of magnitud
e jump in the spectral variance at a certain wind speed that could correspond to the hypothes
ized threshold speed.  Separate variations of the wind speed and the water temperature show
ed that the spectrum for the water with a higher temperature was higher than the spectrum fo
r a lower temperature.
Keller, et al. (1992) reported that they could not find this effect in a laboratory study of bac
kscatter from waves with water of different temperatures.  The measured backscatter values 
did, however, decrease rapidly for low winds.  Recent laboratory results by Plant and Donel
an (Appendix E) suggest a temperature dependent wind speed cutoff.  Initial results from a t
ower experiment on Lake Ontario seem to confirm these results (Long, personal communica
tion).
Unpublished results of a study at the University of Delaware (Zheng et al., 1995) also supp
ort the idea that backscatter is water temperature dependent.  Mechanically generated waves 
were produced and the 10.25 GHz radar backscatter measured.  The mean square detected v
oltage (a measure of the uncalibrated backscatter power) was measured for a range of water 
temperatures from 5° C to 30° C at two antenna angles.  The variation in the mean squared v
oltage with water temperature was significant and was estimated to correspond to a factor of 
4-7 change in the backscatter.  For light winds this would be non-negligible.  A more detaile
d discussion of some of the effects described above has been given by Pierson (1990).
Although the satellite data does not support this view, some recent airborne measurements d
uring the Surface Waves Dynamics Experiment yield clear evidence of it (Carson, 1992 - p
ersonal communication).  He points out that the large scale spatial averaging of satellite data 
make it difficult to find consistent low wind speed returns.  A further problem is that mecha
nical anemometers on buoys in very light winds will tend to yield low averages of the wind 
due to intermittent stopping and starting of the anemometer.
It is clear that wind speed or stress estimation at low winds from satellite scatterometers will 
benefit from a fuller understanding of wind variability on scales less than 50 km.  Very little
 is known about this, but significant effort was put into gathering data in this area during the
 Surface Wave Dynamics Experiment (SWADE).  A combination of buoy records at variou
s horizontal spacings and aircraft flight tracks between buoys may be very helpful in this re
gard.
It is worthwhile to consider a recent, unpublished observation.  In a recent experiment the JP
L NUSCAT scatterometer was flown in conjunction with R. McIntosh's Ku-Band radar syst
em.  A key difference between the two systems is the measurement integration time.  While 
McIntosh's radar system appeared to have observed a strong low wind speed cutoff, these w
ere not seen by the NUSCAT system.  This may illuminate a possible explanation for why t
he cutoff is not observed in spaceborne data: while the cutoff may be real when the wind spe
ed is uniformly low over the illuminated region, the variability of low winds (particularly ove
r a large region corresponding to kilometer-sized footprint) is such that the observed sigma-
0 is dominated by the response of the surface with local winds above the cutoff.  Further res
earch is needed in this area.

D. High wind speed saturation
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The wind speed (or stress) dependence of σo is related to the spectral density of the Bragg s
catterers, at least at low and moderate wind speeds. Various microwave backscattering experi
ments seem to show that the spectral levels of these waves are sensitive to wind.  Wu (1990)
 has summarized the wind speed dependence of sigma-0 at a particular Bragg wavelength k 
as σo(k) ~ Un.  He finds that the summary of all available data in the Bragg wavelength rang
e of 0.87 cm to 70 cm suggest a variation of wind sensitivity given by:

n = 0.23 k1/3,    kin m-1.

The wind sensitivity varies from roughly U0.5 to U2.5 over the wavelength range covered.  T
aken at face value, this implies a monotonic wind dependence over a wide range of wind spe
eds.  In fact the data were gathered in the usual rather restricted range of field data --- about 
5 m/s to 20 m/s.  It seems unlikely that the spectral levels will increase indefinitely with win
d speed.  Rather, at sufficiently high winds the high wavenumber spectra will become fully s
aturated and show no further appreciable wind dependence.  The large tank wavenumber spe
ctra of Jähne and Riemer (1990) are very revealing in this regard.  Their downwind wavenu
mber spectra for one decade on either side of the capillary-gravity transition are reproduced 
in Figure 6.1.  The variation in wind sensitivity with wavenumber is apparent.  While the sh
ort gravity waves on the left of the diagram show only weak sensitivity, the capillary-gravity 
region unfolds under the action of the wind providing, in this tiny corner of the wave spectru
m, the essential key to scatterometry.  The purely capillary waves to the right of the diagram 
are quite wind-sensitive but are also strongly attenuated by viscosity.

Figure. 6.1.  Reproduction of Fig. 7 from Jähne and Riemer (1990) showing a large-tank w
avenumber spectra for various values of U10 at 90 m fetch.

The ordinate of Figure 6.1 is the spectrum times k4 --- Phillips' (1958) degree of saturation.
  A vertical slice through Figure 6.1 at any wavenumber reveals the tendency to saturation at 
the highest wind speeds. The saturation level increases from gravity to capillary gravity wave
s in a manner that suggests that the limiting process is wave breaking, as originally suggeste
d by Phillips (1958).  If this were so, the asymptotic spectral dependence in both short gravi
ty and capillary ranges would be as γk-4 but the degree of saturation γ would be somewhat g
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reater for capillary waves --- roughly proportional to the square of the ratio of their limiting 
steepness, i.e., ~3.  Of course, the purely capillary waves are limited by viscosity and the wa
ve-breaking asymptote is never reached but the tendency is apparent.
This saturation of the Bragg scatterers is predicted by Donelan and Pierson (1987) (see the
ir Figure 3).  Unfortunately, observations of saturation of sigma-0 at high wind speeds are n
ot common and the dominance of other (besides Bragg) scattering mechanisms at high wind
 speed may offset the saturation of the Bragg scatterers.  While it does appear that sigma-0 
versus wind does roll-off at least somewhat for high wind speeds, this effect is not understo
od.

E. Long waves
The results of Colton (1989) and others suggest that modulation of the short waves by long 
waves may affect the response of sigma-0 versus wind (see previous discussions).  Howeve
r, further research in this area is required to fully understand this effect.  Recent results from
 the ONR/NRL sponsored High Resolution Remote Sensing (HIRES) program suggest tha
t wave-current interaction modulate the long and short waves yield large sigma-0 values.  Su
ch interactions are prevalent in regions of large horizontal shear such as the Gulf Stream, the
 Kuroshio and Algulhas currents and with large surface features such as eddies and rings.
There is also a substantial growth in evidence that the presence of waves on the ocean surfac
e influence the determination of wind stress.  Experimental results have shown that the aero
dynamic drag coefficient depends on sea state, because the roughness of the sea surface is c
oupled to waves (for a detailed review see Donelan, 1990).  Such a relationship might be int
uitive from studies of fluid flow over solid walls, but in practice a description of the sea surf
ace roughness is complicated by the fact that waves are mobile and constantly evolving in sp
ace and time (Donelan et al., 1993).  A sea which contains relatively higher slopes (compare
d with a fully developed situation, possibly caused by short time and/of spatial fetches) has 
been observed to cause a higher drag coefficient.  This usually influences the small scale ro
ughness and can be expected to affect the backscatter.
An experiment conducted from a tower in the Gulf of Mexico (Keller et al., 1985) studied th
e dependence of the backscattered power on long wave slope for stable and unstable atmosp
heric conditions.  For narrow bands of moderate wind speed (6-8 m/s and 8-10 m/s) at 40° i
ncidence, v-pol, and stable stratification, clear evidence of a proportional increase in the upwi
nd radar cross section with long wave slope was observed.  However, this is not the case wh
en a colder atmosphere resulted in an unstable boundary layer.  Here, at moderate winds, no 
effect of wave slope could be detected in the backscatter.
Recent airborne Ku-band measurements during SWADE (Nghiem et al., 1993) found stron
g effects of sea state on the azimuthal signature of the radar backscatter under light wind (< 
4 m/s) conditions. No significant long wave effects were observed for high (12 m/s) wind c
onditions.
A fully developed sea contains a range of long waves.  However, the long wave spectrum is 
different in a developing sea.  A simple measure of the difference between a fully developed 
sea and the waves that are possibly present at the time of the scatterometer measurements is 
the wave age which is defined by the ratio of the linear phase speed of the spectral peak to th
e 10 m wind speed.  Without direct measurements this quantity can be estimated from wave 
forecasting models.  Sensitivity studies reported by Janssen and Woiceshyn (1992) and Wo
iceshyn and Janssen (1992) for C-band data show that the residual scatter in the wind speed
s from ERS-1 AMI data can be reduced by taking this parameter into account.
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While progress is being made in interpreting the wide range of ocean, lake, and wave tank st
udies on the dependence of small scale roughness on longer waves, more research is needed
 to understand this relationship further.

F. Rain
The effect of rain on the waves may invalidate the use of backscatter data to measure winds 
where it is raining.  In a series of carefully controlled tank experiments Bliven et al. (1988a; 
1988b; 1993a; 1993b) have shown that rain modifies the surface geometry producing rain-g
enerated small-scale waves, attenuating existing wind-generated waves due to rain-generated 
turbulence, and modifying the momentum transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean due to 
water stratification.  The net result is that for a given wind speed, sigma-0 tends to increase 
with the rain rate.  However, the net effect decreases as the wind speed increases.  Further, B
liven and Giovanangeli (1993) have shown that rain hitting a water surface causes circular ri
pples to radiate from each impact forming an isotropic pattern with the same radar signature 
at all directions.  This suggests that that rain will effect the directional retrieval of the wind.  
Atlas (1994) describes this effect for L-band and review the subject by means of an extensiv
e list of references.
The presence of rain drops in clouds also affects the observed sigma-0 due do the attenuatio
n and scattering of the Ku-band signal as it passes through the clouds.  Using simulation, S
pencer and Shimada (1991) have demonstrated that the attenuation by rain dominates at low
 radar incidence angles and high wind speeds.  Volume scattering from cloud-borne raindro
ps is significant at high incidence angles and low wind speeds.
To correct for the attenuation of Ku-band signals by liquid atmospheric water, Moore, et al. 
(1982) used SMMR brightness temperatures to calculate the attenuation based on available 
models of cloud drop distributions.  Kristina Katsaros and her colleagues have greatly adva
nced the use of SMMR and SSM/I data to find quantitative values for the integrated water v
apor distribution and rainfall rates near fronts and in extra tropical cyclones.  For Ku-band, 
areas of rain located from SMMR data, or postulated by continuity near fronts, should be co
nsidered suspect and used with caution.  Pertinent references include McMurdie and Katsar
os (1991), Katsaros and Brown (1991), and McMurdie and Katsaros (1992).  

G. Summary and recommendations
Even a casual reading of this section reveals that there are a great many areas of uncertainty 
and controversy in geophysical model function sensitivity to various environmental paramet
ers.  It is probably useful to remind the reader that these effects are generally second-order a
nd that operational model functions such as SASS-2 are good to at least first order.
i. Wind stress
Members of the subcommittee are of the general opinion that there should be no recommen
dation for the calculation of wind stress until such time as there is a broader consensus on t
he subject.  Until such time we will support that "the scatterometer measures U10."

ii. Comparison and supporting data
The following is a list of comparison and supporting data which the committee feels will be 
useful to support post-launch model function studies.  As research ideas naturally evolve, thi
s list may need to be expanded.  We feel this list provides a useful starting point.
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1) Other instruments onboard ADEOS need to be described and documented for the scie
nce team.  Appropriate data products will need to be co-located with NSCAT data for 
use and disseminated to the science team.

2) As discussed in the following section data from all available moored data buoys deplo
yed on the world oceans will be needed.  All reports, whether continuous, hourly, or si
x hourly, are desired.  

3) Global synoptic scale analysis from various meteorological centers will be needed on 
daily (or more frequent) basis.

4) Ship reports with reported dew points.  These will be used with buoy data to compute t
he effective neutral winds.

5) Sea surface temperature fields predicted by meteorological centers and/or measured by
 SSM/I.

6) Appropriate data from other spacecraft sensors such as SSM/I, altimeters, etc.
7) Cloud imagry.
8) Wave height data from meteorological centers and/or altimeters.

W. Pierson has suggested that the project prepare daily maps of the locations of negative (a
nd/or very small) sigma-0 values and the locations of very large Kp values.
iii. Bouy comparison data
We note that the analysis reported by Pierson (1990) was based on fairly old data.  It might
 be useful to repeat the study by Pierson with a more up-to-date data base.  Reliable wind da
ta are much more available now than they were during SEASAT.  There are 17 (or more) Na
tional Data Buoys in deep water and 6 Canadian buoys in the North Atlantic (See Hamilton,
 1992, and Gilhousen, 1990).  The 23, or more, operational data buoys can serve as a compa
rison data base for both the C-band scatterometer on ERS-1 and NSCAT on ADEOS.  The 
operational data buoys from other nations will also be useful.  They should be identified, es
pecially the Japanese buoys, and ways to ensure that their data will be obtainable should be i
nitiated.  Data from other national buoy systems should be consistent with the NDBC in or
der to be combined with the NDBC data.
A data file similar to the one laboriously obtained for SEASAT by M. Freilich should be for
med that consists of all of the data obtained by a data buoy including wave data for one hour
 before to one hour after an NSCAT measurement and of all of the "raw" and processed NS
CAT data for a large radius around the buoy.
Pierson suggests a straightforward way to determine how well the synoptic scale winds fro
m conventional analyses agree with measured winds.  Every synoptic scale analysis yields a 
wind speed and direction by interpolation at each location of a data buoy.  Each National Da
ta Buoy reports the winds for 10 minute averages continuously.  A synoptic scale average of
 the measured wind (Pierson, 1983) representative of a scatterometer super observation can 
be obtained from each data buoy, which would permit a direct comparison between the syno
ptic scale wind and the measured wind.
The effect of differences in wind direction will be somewhat messy, but nevertheless reveali
ng.  The methods described by Pierson (1990) could be used.  The pairs of wind speeds ca
n be used to make a scatter plot.  One ventures to predict that the relationship between the tw
o wind speeds will be of the form

VSYNOPTIC = V0 + A VBUOY     (6.1)
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where V0 is greater than zero and A is somewhat less than one.  Moreover, it is quite possib
le that the correlation coefficient will be high.  If the scatterometer winds have a high correlat
ion with the winds from the synoptic scale analyses, an inversion of Eq. (6.1) as in Eq. (6.2)
 and arbitrarily renaming the variables will yield scatterometer winds that agree better with th
e measured winds than they do with the synoptic scale winds.  These scatterometer winds ca
n then be used to produce an improved synoptic scale analysis.

VSCAT(B) = (VSCAT(S) - V0)/A    (6.2)

for VSCAT(S) > V0 and VSCAT(B) = 0 otherwise.

Various members of the subcommittee feel that at the present time, the best way to validate t
he winds obtained by scatterometry seems to be to compare them with winds directly measu
red by data buoys.  The data can be concurrent in space and time. The variability of the conv
entional winds can be taken into consideration.
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VII. Estimation of the Modeling Error

A. Model function uncertainty
Although much effort has been expended in the search for accurate model functions relating
 backscatter cross-section (sigma-0) to near-surface wind-like quantities (such as velocity, st
ress, friction velocity, etc.), all historical satellite and in situ data sets exhibit large data scatte
r.  This scatter far exceeds that expected from uncertainties in instrument calibration and ran
dom fluctuations in the surface geometry.  A critical part of any complete model function in
vestigation program is the quantification of the observed data scatter as a function of at least 
the primary variables: wind speed (or some scalar related to the magnitude of a wind-like ve
ctor quantity), direction, incidence angle, polarization, and frequency.
Model function uncertainty analyses have direct applications in the areas of instrument desi
gn/processing and data assimilation, as well as for model function studies aimed at defining 
the relationship between backscatter and geophysical variables of interest.  Simulation of ins
trument performance is vital for verifying proper design and for performing necessary trade
offs.  All simulations for scatterometers require input sets of realistic backscatter measurem
ents, corresponding to "true" (noise-free) values defined by a deterministic geophysical mod
el.  To simulate "actual" measurements, variability due to unmodeled geophysical effects, m
ust be accounted for.  This variability is the modeling error and may include random or syst
ematic error.  In principle, the magnitude of the simulated "noise" (as a function of the prim
ary variables) can best be established through analysis of scatter from actual data (either sate
llite-, tower-, or aircraft-based).  The sensitivity of the wind estimates to model function erro
rs can be analytically evaluated using the Cramer-Rao bound (Oliphant and Long, 1996).  F
ortunately, due to the measurement geometry and the Ku-band model function, NSCAT is e
xpected to have much less sensitivity to random model function errors than the C-band ERS
-1 scatterometer (Oliphant and Long, 1996).
Most present scatterometer wind retrieval algorithms involve using the measured backscatter
 values to set coefficients in predetermined models with the aim of minimizing a defined err
or norm (Chi and Li 1988; Long and Mendel, 1991).  However, both the measurements the
mselves and the predetermined model function (the two principal components of the error n
orm) have errors.  The error norm must thus be normalized by the expected errors in order f
or the minimization to be carried out in a consistent manner.  Knowledge of the magnitudes 
of the expected errors of both components is required.  Similarly, most direct assimilation s
chemes require error estimates for the backscatter measurements.  
More directly, detailed analysis of the scatter and distributions of backscatter data as a functi
on of parameter space can be used to identify systematic errors in potential model functions 
and to suggest the effects of unmodeled, non-wind geophysical phenomena (such as the lon
g wave field, SST, etc.).  Many studies have attempted to perform such analyses through ana
lysis of errors in retrieved WINDS (e.g., Woiceshyn et al. 1986, Liu and Large 1981 and F
reilich 1986 all examined the effects of SST [discussed in more detail below]; etc.).  Howev
er, owing to the nonlinearity of the wind retrieval process and the geometry of "3-stick" spac
eborne scatterometers (where backscatter measurements from the mid-beam are obtained at 
a different incidence angle than from the fore- and aft-beams), inversion of measured wind e
rrors to obtain quantitative estimates of systematic model function errors is difficult at best (
see, however, Johnson et al. (1996)); further, the nonlinearity of the retrieval process preclud
es analytic estimation of the wind velocity errors as a function of random errors in the backs
catter measurements (compare Leotta and Long, 1988).
Johnson et al. (1996) applied a new technique to estimate the model function uncertainty.  T
hey explictly included the model function uncertainty in the form of the normalized standard
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 deviation (Kpm) explicitly in the ML objective function and minimized the objective functio
n for both wind velocity and Kpm.  They estimated Kpm and the uncertainty of their estimat
e for C-band model functions, finding a larger than expected model function error.  They ar
e currently working on a Ku-band Kpm estimate (personal communication).

B. Approaches
One of the most promising approaches to analysis of model function uncertainty involves e
xamination of sigma-0, rather than wind velocity, distributions.  A direct investigation along 
these lines, employed recently by Freilich and Dunbar (1993) (described previously) involv
es characterization of each backscatter measurement as to its geophysical and radar conditio
ns; the multi-dimensional parameter space spanned by the model function is then divided int
o small volume elements (e.g., wind speed, incidence angle azimuth angle), and the sigma-0 
measurements are assigned to appropriate bins.
A fully empirical model function (with no a priori assumed functional dependencies) results
 from suitably averaging the measurements in each individual volume element of parameter s
pace.  Model function  uncertainty can be estimated directly (and as a function of parameter 
space) by characterizing the distributions of measurements about the "mean" in each volume
 element of the parameter space.
Systematic errors in the model function owing to unmodeled geophysical effects can be ide
ntified if each sigma-0 measurement is characterized by more geophysical variables than the
 parameter space on which they are binned (e.g., the binned parameter space may include wi
nd speed, azimuth, and incidence angle, while each backscatter measurement may additionall
y be characterized by wave conditions, atmospheric stratification, SST, etc.).  If the distributi
on about the "mean" of sigma-0 data in each bin is correlated significantly with one or more
 unmodeled variables, the model function based on the low-order parameter set is deficient a
nd the additional variables must be added to the parameter space.  Likewise, the issue of the 
primary dependency of backscatter (actual wind velocity, stress, friction velocity, neutral stab
ility speed at a defined level, etc.) can be addressed in statistically rigorous fashion by deter
mining which variable results in the smallest variance of the sigma-0 measurements through
out the parameter space.
Clearly, solution of the complete problem requires an exceptionally large and extensive data 
set owing to the large parameter space of importance for scatterometry.  The technique of Fr
eilich and Dunbar uses surface analyses produced by operational numerical weather predicti
on forecast/analysis systems as the correlative "data"; errors and uncertainties introduced by
 the operational forecasting process must therefore be identified and, insofar as possible, eli
minated from the analysis.  On the other hand, if large numbers of sigma-0 measurements a
re available in each bin in parameter space, many of the long-standing uncertainties of scatte
rometry can be addressed.  As an example, based on collocations of ERS-1 scatterometer da
ta with surface wind analyses, the azimuthal modulation of sigma-0 at each wind speed and i
ncidence angle can be examined to determine whether natural or dB units should be used, an
d whether a low-order truncated Fourier series results in systematic errors or greater error v
ariance than does a "double-cosine" function as proposed by Wentz (1991).
Another approach to the model function development, with application to the uncertainty iss
ue, has been proposed independently by Sylvester et al. (1989, 1990), Cavanie (1986), and 
Stoffelen and Anderson (1992).  These authors examine joint distributions of sigma-0 at var
ious azimuth/incidence angles defined by the measurement geometry of the instrument (and,
 in the case of the Sylvester et al. studies, by the polarization sampling strategy).  For geome
try's with symmetry about the axis perpendicular to the satellite subtrack (true for the two-sti
ck SASS, the symmetric 3-stick ERS-1 AMI, and for the fore- and aft-beams of the propose
d NSCAT instrument), all measurements should fall on manifolds in the space defined by o
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rthogonal axes corresponding to the sigma-0 values of each beam if backscatter is a functio
n ONLY of a single wind-like vector.  Histograms of measurements in this space can thus b
e constructed (at each incidence angle) without use of any correlative data. Whereas most hi
storical interest in this approach has focused on defining the centroid of the measurements i
n the multi-dimensional space (essentially, empirical model function determination), the vari
ances of the joint distributions can be used to address uncertainty directly.

C. Spatial variability in the wind over the measurement footprint
A spaceborne scatterometer such as NSCAT makes a measurement of sigma-0 over a resolu
tion element footprint.  For NSCAT the sigma-0 footprint size is nominally 25 km2.  The m
easured sigma-0 is the average sigma-0 over the resolution element, weighted by the antenna
 pattern and the coefficients of the radar equation.  Because the underlying wind field has va
riability at all scales, there will be variations in the wind vector over the 25 km2 footprint.  Gi
ven a model function relating the wind vector at a point to sigma-0 there may be significant v
ariability in the observed sigma-0, even if the relationship between sigma-0 and the wind wa
s exact and without uncertainty.
The magnitude of this contribution to the observed scatter in the wind observed by a spaceb
orne scatterometer can be estimated using the following approach:  A simple model based o
n a k-n power-law roll-off in the wind spectrum, simulated high-resolution wind fields is gen
erated.  Then, using candidate geophysical model functions and Monte Carlo simulation, the
 variance of the observed sigma-0 versus the average wind vector over the resolution element
 can be computed.  Preliminary calculations of this contribution indicate that it may be signif
icant compared to the currently assumed 0.7 dB modeling error.

D. Recommendations
As a subcommittee we strongly recommend that future model function development activitie
s include estimates or bounds on the modeling error as a function of the model parameters, i
f possible.
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VIII. Current/planned model function refinement activities
A. NASA-funded
This section was not available by the report release deadline.  A separate report will consider
 NSCAT calibration and validation efforts and should address NASA-funded model functio
n refinement activities.

B. ONR-funded
The Office of Naval Research (ONR) has active programs in microwave remote sensing of t
he ocean both in its Contract Research Program and at the Naval Research Laboratory.  Wh
ile most of these programs deal with issues which can potentially impact scatterometry, few 
of them are specifically devoted to developing an improved model function for use in scatter
ometry.  The one ONR-funded research program which does have this explicit objective is t
he NRL/APL-UW air-sea interaction blimp project.  Below we will describe this project in s
ome detail after outlining other programs which are related to, but not specifically aimed at, t
he development of a scatterometer model function.
Accelerated Research Initiatives (ARI) are five-year programs organized by ONR to carry o
ut research in areas selected for special emphasis.  Among ongoing and planned ARI's, thre
e contain components relevant to scatterometer model function development. The Surface W
ave Processes ARI was divided into two experiments, SWAPP on the west coast and SWA
DE on the east coast.  While SWAPP is primarily aimed at understanding mixed layer deep
ening in the ocean, the objective of SWADE is to understand wind wave growth and equilibr
ium in the open ocean.  As part of SWADE, many high-quality wind stress measurements 
were made from buoys and surface ships off the east coast of the US near Wallops Island.  
NASA funded the JPL C-130 aircraft carrying the JPL NUSCAT and the UMass C-Band s
catterometer to fly during the experimental phase of SWADE in 1990 in order to collect bac
kscatter data for comparison with these surface measurements.  The NRL P-3 aircraft also fl
ew during this experiment with a scatterometer onboard.  These data are presently under ana
lysis.  The High-Resolution ARI is a joint ONR/NRL research program aimed primarily at 
understanding mesoscale effects which can be imaged with high-resolution microwave syste
ms.  An initial experiment was conducted in September, 1991 in the Gulf Stream off Cape 
Hatteris and a second will take place in the same location in mid-1993.  During the first exp
erimental period, surface flux measurements were made from ships, buoys, and from a towe
d catamaran while backscattering cross sections were measured by NRL using a Ku-Band s
catterometer with a rotating antenna.  Thus data exist from this experiment with which a scat
terometer model function can be investigated.  The 1993 experiment will again provide an o
pportunity for comparison of backscattering data with surface flux measurements.  Present 
plans call for both the NRL P-3 and the US-LTA blimp to carry scatterometers during this e
xperiment. Further information about the blimp program will be given below.  Finally, a thir
d ARI, the Marine Boundary Layer ARI, is present in the planning stages.  This ARI will be
 aimed at understanding variability in the ocean and atmospheric boundary layers and will pr
ovide extensive measurements of surface conditions, probably in a region off the west coast 
of the US.  While no aircraft work is presently planned as part of this ARI, the opportunity 
for comparing backscattering cross sections with the extensive surface measurements will pr
obably attract scatterometers with alternate sources of funding.
In recent years, ONR has also funded, at least in part, two other major experiments having s
catterometry components.  The FASINEX experiment took place in 1986 in the subtropical 
convergence zone southwest of Bermuda.  The primary purpose of this experiment was to e
xamine the effect of sea surface fronts on the atmospheric and oceanic boundary layers.  As
 part of this experiment, NRL and JPL flew scatterometers over the frontal areas under inves
tigation.  Atmospheric flux measurements were made from two surface ships as well as fro
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m the NRL P-3 and NCAR Electra aircraft.  Comparison of these scatterometer and flux dat
a have resulted in several papers to date which study various aspects of the scatterometer mo
del function (Li et al. 1988, 1989; Weissman, 1990, Weissman et al., 1992).  These studies 
indicate that cross wind minima may not lie 180 degrees apart, that backscatter cross section
s correlate better with surface stress than with surface fluxes, and that cross sections respon
d to variations in surface water temperature in a complex manner which relates to atmospher
ic stability.  More recently, ONR has conducted the SAXON-FPN experiment near the Ger
man research platform FPN in the North Sea.  The primary purpose of this experiment was 
to examine the accuracy of present theories of SAR imagery of ocean waves.  Again, howev
er, a scatterometry component existed within the experiment, the primary phase of which too
k place in November, 1990.  The NRL P-3 aircraft again flew with its scatterometer over the 
research platform which was instrumented with two sonic anemometers and a fast humidity 
sensor as well as a variety of microwave systems.  Results from this experiment should be f
orthcoming shortly and should show how microwave backscatter at a variety of frequencies 
responds to the wind.
In addition to these major, multi-institutional research programs, ONR also funds a variety o
f smaller research programs at individual institutions.  Among these are programs to develo
p improved theories of microwave scattering from rough water surfaces at JPL and at VPI&
SU.  Several other programs at ORI, SIO, WHOI, and UMass are aimed at providing either 
images or spectra of the small scale structure of the sea surface in order to provide input to s
cattering models.  Additional programs at WHOI, NRL, SIO, and ORINCON are investigat
ing the effect of surfactants on short surface waves and microwave backscatter.  Finally, ON
R continues to support wave tank measurements of microwave scattering at a variety of freq
uencies in the NRL wind wave tank.  Although none of these individual efforts are specifical
ly aimed at developing a scatterometer model function, all should provide input which can en
hance such development.
One program which ONR supports along with NASA is specifically geared toward scattero
meter model function development.  This is an air/sea interaction blimp project being carried
 out jointly by NRL and APL-UW (Blanc et al., 1989). The objective of the program is to c
ompare long-term records of microwave backscatter with surface flux measurements made s
imultaneously at the same location.  By operating from a blimp, these measurements can be 
made free from the distorting influence of a platform, over deep water, over a long period of 
time, and over a variety of ocean surface conditions.  The blimp involved in the program is o
wned and operated by US-LTA of Eugene, Oregon.  Ku-Band scatterometers in the gondol
a of the blimp will provide fully-coherent HH and VV polarized backscatter data which will 
be compared with flux measurements made with a fast humidity sensor and sonic anemomet
er in a platform suspended below the blimp.  The platform will be flown between 5 and 10 
meters above the water surface and will be 70 meters, or approximately 5.5 blimp diameters, 
below the gondola.  One scatterometer will be rotating while a second, fixed system will pro
vide long term information in a given direction.  The blimp is capable of hovering in a nearly
-fixed location for periods of time up to an hour before climbing to facilitate changing pilots
.  It should be able to remain over the ocean for up to 10 hours at a time.  Procedures for im
plementing these measurements were successfully tested from the blimp in June, 1992 and t
he first set of data will collected in September, 1992.
C. Non-U.S. Efforts
Yves Quilfen provided the following description of the IFREMER contribution to the calibr
ation/validatoin of the NSCAT geophysical model function (GMF):
The laboratory of Oceanography from Space (LOS) has been involved since the launch of E
RS-1 in the calibration/validation of an emperical C-band backscattering model that is used t
o compute the off-line winds distributed by Ifremer (Quilfen and Bentamy, 1994).  It has al
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so developed a physical model working at C-band as well as at Ku-band (Elfouhaily, 1996) 
that compares well with the CMOD-IFREMER and with the SASS-II models.  As Principal
 Investigator on NSCAT, the LOS has planned to use this expertise in the case of the NSCA
T scatterometer to study the relationship between the baskscatering coefficient at Ku-band a
nd the surface parameters.  A strong interest is to compare the sea-surface response at C-ba
nd and Ku-band and to assess the compatibility of the masurements performed for these tw
o frequencies by two different scatterometers.
The current SASS-II GMF will be evaluate in terms of consistency with the measurements i
n normalized radar cross section (NRCS) space.  If it sis show that a new version of the mo
del should be defined, it is planned to study the behavior of the mean NRCS and its azimuth
al dependency by using different sources of data.  The ERS-2/NSCAT  collocated data-set t
hat is planned to be made available from IFREMER will be the baseis of these studies altho
ugh the work will also be performed by using ECMWF analyses.  One advantage of the ER
S data is that it is a global data set covering all the surface donditions and that the distributio
n of its errors is rather well known.  The various buoy networks will be used to refine the m
odel function wind speed dependency and as validation tools.  An analysis of the influence 
on the NRCS of other surface parameters will be performed at a later date.  A parallel activit
y will concern the ongoing work on the physical model that will be compared with the empe
rical one to understand the physical mechanisms underlying the backscattering response.
A first evaluation of the SASS-II model and an analysis of the sigma-0 using NSCAT/ERS-
2/ECMWF collocated data will be presented at the January 1997 NSCAT cal/val workshop.
  A preliminary model function will be generated during the three months following the deliv
ery of calibrated sigma-0 data.
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IX. Summary and Recommendations

A. Summary analysis
While scatterometry is a proven technique, there remain questions regarding the geophysical
 model function relating the radar backscatter to the wind vector.  Empirical approaches have
 resulted in excellent operational model functions.  Theoretical approaches have not faired as
 well.  This is not surprising since the variation of backscatter with wind speed and direction
 is caused by the variation of the properties of the wind generate waves and swell on the oce
an surface.  Thus the relationship between the wind and the waves that are generated by the 
wind is the fundamental problem for deriving theory-based geophysical model functions.
We conclude that existing model functions (notably the Wentz or SASS-II) model function 
provide good first order accuracy but that further research is warranted to fully understand t
he model function.  These are discussed below.  We have arrived at a number of recommen
dations which are described below.

B. Key questions for future research
As a subcommittee we feel that the single most important area for future research in Ku-ban
d model functions is:  What is the long wave sensitivity of the model function?  This questio
n is crucial since NSCAT-derived winds will be inputs to numerical wave prediction models.
  

C. Recommendations for pre-NSCAT launch research
As a subcommittee we feel that the key areas for pre-launch research (in priority order) are:
1. Re-analyze data from the SEASAT time period using modern numerical weather predictio

n models (e.g., ECMWF) to generate surface analyses to:
A. Develop a new empirical model function, using the techniques of Freilich and Dunba

r (1993) and this re-analyzed data.
B. Check the WAM wave model and investigate the long-wave dependence of the radar 

backscatter using a Freilich and Dunbar-type approach.
2. Develop criteria for model selection.
3. Conduct field experiments such as HI-RES using aircraft and tower-mounted scatteromet

er systems.

D. Required NSCAT sigma-0 accuracy to support post-launch model function refi
nement efforts.
The committee was unable to develop a consensus on a method for deriving detailed require
ments on sigma-0 measurement accuracy specifically for model function refinement activitie
s.  In general, their concern is on the accuracy of the retrieved winds.  However, a general co
nsensus was arrived at that biases and errors in the measured sigma-0 due to instrument cali
bration and processing should be minimized and that they should remain stable over a sever
al month time period.  Variations on time scales less than two weeks must be less than ±0.1 
dB.  It may be possible to detect and correct for bias changes over time scales exceeding 1 o
r 2 months (M. Freilich, personal communication).

E. Recommendations for post-NSCAT launch geophysical validation
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One area for NSCAT post-launch validation is to use ocean wave models.  Ocean models us
ed for analysis and prediction of surface waves (including surf), current (wind-driven), and 
water level (surge) are force primarily by the time-space evolution of surface winds.  It has l
ong been recognized that uncertainties in surface marine wind fields specified from typical h
istorical and climatological meteorological data are the primary source of error in ocean mod
el generated analyses (e.g., Cardone et al. 1990).  This deficiency has been highlighted with 
the hindcasts in the SWADE IOP-1 event of October 1990 (Graber et al, 1991 and Cardo
ne et al. 1994).  Ocean wave models are very sensitive to errors in the atmospheric forcing a
nd hence can be used as indicators of the fidelity of the wind field.  This approach was first 
used for SEASAT scatterometer winds by Bauer et al. (1992).  It is therefore suggested that
 a timely assessment of the quality and fidelity of NSCAT wind products can be obtained fr
om global wave "nowcast" studies or from regional hindcast studies.
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APPENDIX
A. Scatterometer System Design and Kp
A wind scatterometer is a radar designed to measure the sigma-0 of the ocean's surface at le
ast two different azimuth angles in order to infer the near-surface wind.  The scatterometer d
oes not directly measure sigma-0.  Instead, it measures radar echo power, Pr, from which sig
ma-0 is calculated using the radar equation.  To determine the radar echo power, two separat
e measurements are made: one of the echo power plus noise, Ps+n, and one of the noise-onl
y power, Pn.  This noise arises in the radar receiver and the radiometric temperature of the ta
rget and antenna system.  The echo power plus noise and noise-only power measurements a
re subtracted to obtain the measurement of Pr, i.e., Pr' = Ps+n' - Pn' where the primes are us
ed to denote sample values of Pr, Ps+n, and Pn.
Because finite integration times and bandwidths are used in computing the measurements of
 the noise-only and echo power plus noise power, these measurements are random variables 
whose means correspond to the true values of Ps+n and Pn.  It can be shown that the measu
rements (Ps+n' or Pn') are integrals (SASS) or sums of integrals (NSCAT) of sample funct
ions of independent Raleigh distributed random processes.  By the central limit theorem, Ps
+n' and Pn' have Gaussian distributions (Fisher, 1972; Chi et al. 1986).  The resulting "me
asurement" of Pr also has a Gaussian distribution.  Note that if the measurements are unbia
sed Mean[Pr']=Pr.  Pr is related to σ o  via the radar equation:

    
P r = PTLG 2λ2A

(4π )3R 4 σ o = Xσ o .   (A.1)

Thus, σ o  also has Gaussian distribution with mean σ o .  It can be shown that the variance of
 the σ o  measurement, denoted by σ o ', can be expressed as a quadratic function of the true v
alue of σ o , 

Var[σ o '] = α σ o2 + β σ o  + γ   (A.2)

where the coefficients α, β, and γ are dependent on the radar system design and the measure
ment signal to noise ratio (Chi et al. 1986; Long et al., 1988).  Thus, the variability of the m
easurements of σ o  are a quadratic function of the actual σ o  of the ocean's surface.  The nor
malized standard deviation of σ o , denoted by Kp, is 

Kp[σ o ] = Var[σo ]
σo .

This σ o

n Kp."  Additional variability is introduced in σ o  as a result of uncertainties (e.g., calibratio
n errors) in the knowledge of X in Eq. (A.1) when σ o  is "retrieved "from the power measur
ements.  This variability is termed "retrieval Kp."  As discussed in the main text, this retrieva
l error is modeled as a Gaussian random variable.  It may then be combined into the α, β, an
d γ of Eq. (A.2) (Long, 1992).

In effect the measurement σ o  measurement model can be expressed as,

σ o ' = σ o (1+Kp[σ o ']ν)

where ν is a normally distributed random variable (Long and Mendel, 1991).
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Note that while σ o  is strictly positive, the measurement σ o

probability.  The conditional probability distribution of σ o ' can be expressed as, 

     p(σo' |σo ) =
1

2π (ασ o2 + βσo + γ )
Exp −

1
2
σ o' −σ o( )2 ασo2 + βσ o + γ( ) 

 
 

 
 
 

.

Note that the true value of   σ0 , must be known to determine the variance of σ o '.

To formulate the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the wind we assume that σ o  is relat
ed to the wind vector via the model function. Let σ M

o  denote the value of σ o

the true wind vector U using the model function with the measurement geometry (i.e., the rel
ative azimuth angle, incidence angle, and polarization).  The key assumption is that σ o=σ M

o  
so that the conditional probability distribution can be expressed as,

p(σo' |σM
o ) =

1
2π(ασ M

o2 + βσM
o + γ )

Exp −
1
2
σ o'−σM

o( )2 ασ M
o2 + βσM

o + γ( ) 
 
 

 
 
 

 

which we can denote as, p(σo |U) p(σo' |σM
o ) .  Note that variance may be incorrectly comp

uted if there is error in the geophysical model function so that σ o≠σ M
o .

Since the measurements are statistically independent (because the noise is), the joint conditi
onal probability distribution of the σ o  measurements used to retrieve the wind can be expre
ssed as,

      
p(σ1

o ',σ2
o ',...,σN

o '| U )= p(σi
o| U )

i =1

N

∏ .

The log-likelihood function is computed by taking the log of this expression and discarding
 any constants.  For convenience we usually form an objective function as the negative of th
e log-likelihood function.  The ML estimate of the wind vector U=(|U|,χ) found by determi
ning the U which minimizes the objective function, 

JMLE(U) =
(zk − σMk

o )
δ k

2

+ ln δ k
 
 
 

 
 
 k=1

N

∑

where we have set   zk =σ o ' and

δk2 = αk σ M
o2

k + βk σ M
o

k + γk.

Although the log of the standard deviation of the backscatter sample enters into the ML theo
ry, Pierson (1989, 1990) has suggested that it may not be necessary.  Pierson's modified M
L estimator can be expressed as, [compare with Eq. (1.2)]

JPMLE(U) =
(zk − σMK

o )2

δ k
2

k=1

N

∑

In this form, it is possible to contrast it with the Sum of Squares (SOS) algorithm used for t
he recovery of the winds for Seasat.  The SOS algorithm is
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Jsos(U) =
(zk − σMk

o )2

δ k
2 +MFEk=1

N

∑ (A.3)

The SOS algorithm arose in part from the assumed power law in the SASS-1 G-H table whi
ch for every aspect and incidence angle had the form (hence the G-H tables)

    10log10σM
0 = G(χ,θ )+ H (χ,θ )log10| U| .

The denominator of Eq. (A.3) was kept constant, and its value was found from three incorre
ct assumptions: (1) that the backscatter in dB was a normally distributed variable, (2) that th
e variance (or standard deviation) could be calculated from Kp, and (3) that the sample value 
could be used for the denominator.  The first assumption was incorrect, and the second resu
lted in the inability to apply the SOS algorithm if Kp was greater than one.  The third does n
ot follow from the theory.  The denominator is a function of the model function and not the 
sample values.

An additional empirical constant, MFE , was added to the denominator of the terms in the SO
S to describe the "geophysical modeling error"; however, it is doubtful that a single constant
 can describe the errors in the model (Johnson et al., 1996).
Additional comments regarding the geophysical model function error and predictions for N
SCAT performance may be found in Pierson and Sylvester (1996)
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B. The NSCAT model function
For reference, this section describes the baseline implementation of the geophysical model f
unction and the wind retrieval algorithm implemented for the NSCAT ground processing sy
stem.
i. NSCAT tabular model function form
Over the years there has been much controversy concerning the functional form of the mode
l function.  Because wind retrieval algorithms have traditionally had the functional form of t
he model function "hard-coded" into them, changing the functional form of the model functi
on has had significant impact on the computer code employed to retrieve winds.  Since mod
el function refinement activities planned for NSCAT might lead to changes in the model fun
ction form, a tabular approach was adopted for the NSCAT algorithm development activities,
 thus effectively decoupling the wind retrieval algorithm from the detailed form of the model
 function.
The tabular approach does not require an explicit analytical function form for the model fun
ction.  Instead, the model function is tabulated on a uniform grid in the dependent parameter
 space.  This procedure permits a great latitude in formulating models.
As currently defined in the NSCAT algorithm specifications (Dunbar, Hsaio and Lambrigt
sen, 1988), the geophysical model function is tabulated on a four-dimensional parameter gri
d of wind speed, relative azimuth angle, incidence angle, and polarization.  If necessary, addit
ional independent parameters, e.g., sea-surface temperature (SST), can be easily be included.
  
Though not critical to the current implementation, the baseline design quantizes wind speed i
nto 1 m/s bins while the azimuth and incidence angles are quantized to 5° bins.  There are tw
o polarizations, H and V.  The model function table is created by evaluating the selected geo
physical model at the center of each bin and storing the resulting sigma-0 in linear space in t
he table.  Linear interpolation is used to compute sigma-0 for parameter values between bins
 when evaluating the model function during wind retrieval.
ii. NSCAT wind retrieval
As currently defined in the NSCAT algorithm specifications (Dunbar, Hsaio and Lambrigt
sen, 1988), the NSCAT wind retrieval algorithm will be based on maximum-likelihood princ
iples.
Typically, a total of 16 sigma-0 measurements (each having approximately 25 km resolution
) will be available for each 50 x 50 km wind vector cell on the ocean surface, four each from 
the four antenna beams covering a given side of the swath.  An objective function, based on 
maximum likelihood (ML) principles (Chi and Li, 1988; Pierson, 1990; Long and Mendel, 
1991), is minimized to estimate the wind vector:

JMLE(U ,φ ) =
(zi − σ i

o )
δ i

2

+ ln δ i
 
 
 

 
 
 i=1

N

∑    (B.1)

where   zi  are the measured (sample) sigma-0 values and σ i
o -0 values correspo

nding to the wind velocity at the appropriate polarization and azimuth/incidence angles from 
the model.  The variance of σ i

o  is given by 

δ i
2 = Var[σ i

o ] = ασ i
o2 + βσ i

o + γ = Kp
2σ i

o2    (B.2)
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where α, β, and γ are parameters computed from the properties of the digital filter (Long, Li 
and Chi, 1988) and modified to include the σο retrieval error and the assumed model functi
on error (Long, 1988).  Note that the contribution to the square error sum of the individual 
measurements in the ML objective function is weighted by the inverse of the expected varian
ce of the individual measurements.  The expected variance is a function of the true sigma-0 v
alue rather than of the measured value zi.  In implementation the true sigma-0 value is replac
ed by the model sigma-0 value, i.e., σ i

o=σ Mi
o .  (Refer to the previous section.)

Equation (B.1) generally has several local minima (and possibly several global minima), cor
responding to near-intersections of the sigma-0 versus azimuth angle curves (see Naderi et 
al., 1991; Pierson, 1990; Long and Mendel, 1991).  The relative values of the objective funct
ion at each minimum are used to rank the likelihood of each solution.  The set of possible w
ind vector solutions are known as "ambiguities" or "aliases", although the former is preferre
d.  Typically, the ambiguities have similar wind speeds but differing wind direction.  The oc
currence of multiple solutions is the result of the approximately biharmonic nature of the m
odel function with respect to wind direction.  Selection of a single wind vector requires a sec
ond step termed "ambiguity removal" which is not considered here.
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C. Historical perspective on wind scatterometry
During the period of the manned trips to the moon, it was decided that the program would b
e shortened and that a number of Apollo spacecraft would not be used for their original pur
pose.  Instead, NASA initiated a program to mount some instruments on these spacecraft, p
ut them in Earth orbit, and study the Earth.  A group of scientists and instrument designers 
met to discuss possible instruments and their applications for geography, geodesy, agricultu
re, oceanography, meteorology and other areas of geophysics.  This series of meetings evolv
ed to the Skylab program, whose complement of instruments included a radar altimeter and 
a combination passive microwave and active pencil beam radar called S-193.  The Apollo sp
acecraft were to travel to and from Skylab.
The applications of a radar altimeter to geodesy were described by Greenwood et al. (1969a
), and its applications to oceanography were described by Greenwood et al (1969b).  Moore
 and Pierson (1971) described the applications of a radar radiometer.  Subsequently R. K. 
Moore coined the word "scatterometer".  Passive microwave measurements were supposed t
o allow for attenuation effects for the radar.
The first scatterometer measurements were made by S-193 on Skylab, which was one of a s
uite of instruments for the Earth Resource Experiment Program (EREP) (Barrick and Swift,
 1980).  At that time, the anisotropy of the backscatter as a function of wind direction was n
ot known and there was only one measurement of the backscatter made for each area in the 
swath [see Cardone, et al. (1975)] 
The AAFE (Advanced Application Flight Experiments) program at Langley made the first o
f many circle flights (Schroeder, et al. 1984), showing that the backscatter was a strong fun
ction of wind direction.  It was concluded that the winds recovered by a scatterometer would
 be at least as accurate as the conventional reports from ships at sea. 
The plans for the SEASAT-A Scatterometer (SASS) were to measure the backscatter for tw
o different directions 90° apart so that the values could be averaged and a more reliable wind
 speed obtained.  The idea that both wind speed and direction could be obtained from the S
ASS data appears to have been first described by Pierson, Cardone and Greenwood (1974)
, and the model function concept and wind recovery algorithms followed as an extension of t
hese ideas.
During the operation of SASS, an extensive comparison of SASS measurements and wind 
measurements made by ships and buoys in the North Atlantic as part of the JASIN experim
ent lead to the development of the empirical SASS-1 model function (Jones et al., 1982, Sch
roeder et al., 1982; Bracalente et al., 1980).  The dramatic success of SASS lead to the dev
elopment of the NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT) which is planned for flight on the Japanese 
ADEOS spacecraft in 1996 (Naderi, Freilich and Long, 1991) as well as providing the imp
etus for the development of the European Remote Sensing Satellite (ERS) scatterometer seri
es (ERS-1 and ERS-2).  Follow-on missions for NSCAT and ERS are in the planning stage
s.  The NSCAT follow-on mission is known as SeaWinds and is described in Freilich et al. 
(1994) and Wu et al. (1994)
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D. Locations of azimuth minima: recent results and examples
The normalized radar backscattering cross sections for V- and H-pol, σ°VV and σ°HH, vary 
with wind direction.   Recent published data contain important results on the location of the 
minima in the variation of radar backscatter as a function of wind direction for Ku-band.  Th
ese new results, especially those of Li, et al. (1988), reveal various inconsistencies in the em
pirical fits to the azimuthal variation of the backscatter.  The one complete example in Li, et 
al. (1988) from FASINEX shows that the upwind-downwind backscatter differences are sm
all for vertical polarization and large for horizontal polarization.  Their Figs. 5, 6, and 7 sho
w that the minima near crosswind were close to 92° and 268° for vertical polarization and av
eraged to about 97° and 263° for horizontal polarization and that the maxima at upwind and 
downwind were essentially 180° apart.  Li, et al. (1988) also illustrate that the SASS-1 mod
el function has minima at exactly 90° and 270° for both polarizations.
For a given wind speed incidence angle and polarization, the variation of the backscatter (wit
h a complicated dependence on the sea state and perhaps water temperature) is some functio
n of the wind direction.  The variable, χ, will be used for wind direction.  The most general r
epresentation, with no jump discontinuities for the purpose at hand, is a function that uses si
nes and cosines as the orthogonal basis as given by Eq. (D.1) below.
                                     N

σo(χ) = AO + Σ An cos nχ+ Bn sin nχ (D.1)
                                  n=1

Assuming azimuth symmetry

σo(χ) = σo(-χ) (D.2)

so that the BN in Eq. (D.1) are zero.

Attempts to fit Eq. (D.1) to backscatter data have set the values for An equal to zero for N gr
eater than 2, 3, or 4 as illustrated in the literature (see previous discussion).
An alternative equation to be fitted would be Eq. (D.3) which would express the angular vari
ation in bels.
                                     N

σo(χ)B = a0 + Σ  an cos nχ (D.3)
                                   n=1
In application, if a poor fit to azimuthally varying data is obtained for, say, either N = 2 or 3, 
then going to N = 4 or 5, thus increasing the number of terms in either Eq. (D.1) or (D.3), c
omplicates the analysis, especially if absolute relative maxima are required at 0° and 180°.  A
dded terms require corrections for all of the coefficients since they determine the maxima at 
0° and 180°.  Strange things can also happen to derivatives when N becomes large.  The res
ult may no longer be a monotonically decreasing function from χ =0° to χ = χM (the minim
um) and a monotonically increasing function from χM  to a secondary maximum at χ =180
°.

                                                
  This section is courtesy of W. Pierson to extend the discussion presented in Section 5.D.
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i. Large N Values
If N = 3, Eq. (D.1) is used to fit wind direction effects.  There are four unknown constants t
o be determined from the data.  There are several ways to do this, but whichever method is u
sed there are only four features of the azimuthal variation that can be modeled by either Eq. 
(D.1) or Eq. (D.3).  One of many ways to fit the data is to require that at χ=0°, σo(0) = σo

U; at χ=180°, σo(180°) = σoD; at χ=90°; σo(90°) = σoC and at, χ=χΜ , the minimum, dσo(
χ)/dχ= 0.  Thus,

A0 + A1 + A2 + A3 = σoU (D.4)

A0 - A1 + A2 - A3 = σoD (D.5)

A0 - A2 = σoC (D.6)

A1 sinχΜ  + 2 A2 sin 2χΜ  + 3 A3 sin 3χΜ  = 0 (D.7)

Eq. (D.7) can be rewritten as Eq. (D.8).

A1 - 3 A3 + 4 A2 cos χΜ  + 12 A3 cos2 χΜ  = 0 (D.8)

If cos χΜ  = 0, then A1 = 3 A3 and the minimum will be at 90°.  If A3 = 0, then

cos χΜ  = - A1/4 A2 (D.9)

as in Li, et al. (1988).  Also the value at the minimum is fixed and equals Eq. (D.10) as in D
onelan and Pierson (1987).

σo(χΜ) = A0 - A2 - (A21/8 A2) (D.10)

If the shape of σo(χ) is realistic, Eqs. (D.4) to (D.7) imply that a considerable range of valu
es of χΜ  other than these two special cases can be fitted.  Eqs. (D.4) to (D.7) can be solved 
for the A's as in Eqs. (D.11) to (D.14).

A0 = (σoU + σoD)/4 + σoC/2 (D.11)

A2 = (σoU + σoD)/4 - σoC/2 (D.12)

                    (σoU - σoD)/2 + (σoU + σoD - 2 σoC ) cos χΜ
A3 =  --------------------------------------------------------  (D.13)

                                     4 - 12 cos2 χM

A1 = (σoU - σoD)/2 - A3 (D.14)

These equations also determine the value of σo(χΜ) indirectly.

All of the above equations could be repeated using a0, a1, a2 and a3, σoUB, σoDB, σoCB i
n bels and χΜ .  The solutions would not be the same.  For example,

σoB(χ , a0, a1, a2, a3) ≠ log10 σo(χ A0, A1, A2, A3) (D.15)
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except at χM  = 0°, χM  = 180° and χM  = 90°.

As a second method, the requirement that σo(χM ) = σoM can be used to replace Eq. (D.6) 
and the result is Eq. (D.16).

A0 + A1 cos χM  + A2 cos 2 χM  + A3 cos 3 χM  = σoM (D.16)

Eqs. (D.4), (D.5), (D.16) and (D.7) can then be solved for the values of A0, A1, A2 and A3.  
For abbreviation, let C1 = cos χM , C2 = cos 2χM , S1 = sin χM   and so on.

Then
A3 = F1/F2 (D.17)

where

F1=(2(S2)(1-(C1))(σoU-σoD)/2-2(S2)(σoU-σoM))/(1-(C2))-(S1)(σoU-   σoD)/2  (D.18)

and
F2 = 3(S3) - (S1) - (2(S2)((C1) - (C3))/(1 - (C2))) (D.19)

A2 = (σoU-σoM-(1-(C1))(σoU - σoD)/2-((C1)-(C3)) A3)/(1-(C2)) (D.20)

A1 = (σoU - σoD)/2 - A3 (D.21)

A0 = σoU - A1 - A2 - A3 (D.22)

The same equations can be reproduced by using σoB, σoDB, σoMB and χM  to obtain the v
alues for a0, a1, a2  and a3 rather than A0, A1, A2  and A3  The slopes of the fitted curves at
 χ = 0° and 180° are zero for both methods of fitting the data, but the curvature needs to be 
negative.  A test that
- A1 cos χ - 4 A2 cos 2 χ - 9 A3 cos 3 χ < 0 (D.23)

evaluated at χ = 0°, and χ = 180° ensures this for both methods since for some conditions A
3 (or, a3) can be negative.

Since the fits are good at either set of the three required points and at χM  a linear combinati
on of the natural and logarithmic fits can also be considered as in either Eq. (D.24) or (D.25
) with subscripts N for natural and L  for logarithmic.  For values of  D  and  E  between zer
o and one, a Fourier series for either Eq. (D.24) or (D.25) would require many higher harm
onics.

σoN = D σo(χ, A0, A1, A2, A3)+(1-D) 10^σoB(χΜ , a0, a1, a2, a3) (D.24)

σoL = E σoB(χ, a0, a1, a2, a3)+(1-E) log10(σo(χ,A0,A1, A2, A3) (D.25)

Eqs. (D.24) and (D.25) for either version of the A''s and a's can be used to generate many di
fferent curves as a function of χ that all satisfy the chosen requirements.  Since, say,

σoUB = log10 (A0 + A1 + A2 + A3) = a0 + a1 + a2 + a3 (D.26)
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and there are more similar equations, the a's are complicated functions of the A''s so that ther
e are only five parameters to be determined.  The best way to determine them is not within th
e scope of this report.
ii. Examples
Wentz, et al. (1984) fitted backscatter in natural units to Eq. (D.1) with N = 2, which forced 
the minima as a function of χ to depend on the values of A1  and A2.  The SASS -1 model 
was fitted in logarithmic form to Eq. (D.3) for N > 3 with the added constraint that a1 = 3 a
3 to force the minimum to be at 90°.  So as to contrast these two methods of fitting the azim
uthal variation, possible approximate values of the backscatter for vertical and horizontal pol
arization have been selected from Fig. 3 of Li, et al. (1988).
Table D.1, which used Eqs. (D.11) to (D.14) gives the values selected for backscatter at up
wind, crosswind and downwind for vertical polarization in both natural and logarithmic form
.  If A3 or a3 is to be zero, the angle at which χ is a minimum is shown.  The choice of χM  i
s open, and the values of  A0, A1, A2, A3, σoM, a0, a1, a2, a3 and σoMB  for three different 
values of χM are tabulated.

Table D.2, again with Eqs. (D.11) and (D.14), gives similar values for horizontal polarizatio
n.  The range of values for χM  extends from 90° to 115°.  Note that as χM  increases the val
ues of A3 and a3 can become negative.  For the same backscatter values at upwind, downwi
nd and crosswind, the range of possible values for χM  can be considerable.

Table D.3 is based on Eqs. (D.17) and (D.22), and it uses χΜ  and the antilog of σoMB val
ues from Table D.2 to obtain a natural fit to the curves.  The values do not agree with those i
n Table D.2 as would be expected because the conditions are different.

For Table D.4, the value of χM  is kept at 110° and σoMB is varied to find the a's as well as 
its antilog to find the A's.

For Table D.5, σoMB is kept at -2.7 dB, or its antilog, and χΜ  is set to 100°, 105°, 115° and
 120°.  The values for 110° can be found in Table D.4.
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TABLE D.1.  Parameters for Sample Vertical Polarization Curves for Natural and Logarith
mic Fits for σoUB = -1.55, σoDB = 1.60  and σoCB = -2.30 (or Equivalently σoU = 0.028
2, σoD = 0.0251 and σoC = 0.00501) for Various Values of χΜ .  For a3 = 0°, χΜ   is 91o. 

 (Tabulated Values for A1, A2, etc. Have Been Multiplied by the Power of 10 Shown).

NATURAL
χΜ A0(X 102) A1(X 103) A2(X 102) A3(X 104) σoM(X 103)
90° 1.58 1.15 1.08 3.83 5.01
92o 1.58 1.53 1.08 0 4.99
95° 1.58 2.10 1.08 -5.73 4.84

LOGARITHMIC
χΜ a0 a1 a2 a3 σoMB
90° -1.937 0.01875 0.3625 0.00625 -2.3
92o -1.937 0.0314 0.3625 -0.0064 -2.301
95° -1.937 0.05094 0.3625 -0.0259 -2.306

Table D.2.  Parameters for Sample Horizontal Polarization Curves for Natural and Logarith
mic Fits for σoUB = -1.95, σoDB = -2.35, σoCB = -2.7 (or Equivalently σoU = 0.0112, σo

D = 0.00447, σoC = 0.002) and Minimum at χΜ .

NATURAL
χΜ A0(x 103) A1(x 103) A2(x 103) A3(x 104) σoM(x 103)
90° 4.92 2.53 2.92 8.44 2.00
95° 4.92 2.77 2.92 6.03 1.95
100° 4.92 3.01 2.92 3.70 1.83

100.48° 4.92 3.03 2.92 3.47 1.82
105° 4.92 3.27 2.92 1.09 1.62

106.78° 4.92 3.38 2.92 0 1.51
110° 4.92 3.62 2.92 -2.40 1.23
115° 4.92 4.22 2.92 -8.40 0.441

LOGARITHMIC
χΜ a0 a1 a2 a3 σoMB
90° -2.425 0.1500 0.275 0.0500 -2.700
95° -2.425 0.1734 0.275 0.0266 -2.704
100° -2.425 0.1975 0.275 0.0025 -2.716

100.48° -2.425 0.2000 0.275 0 -2.718
105° -2.425 0.2265 0.275 -0.0265 -2.741

106.78° -2.425 0.2392 0.275 -0.0392 -2.753
110° -2.425 0.2679 0.275 -0.0679 -2.786
115° -2.425 0.3426 0.275 -0.1427 -2.884
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Table D.3.  Parameters for Sample Horizontal Polarization Curves for Natural Fits with σo

UB = -1.95, σoDB = -2.35 (or Equivalently σoU = 0.0112 and σoD = 0.004467) for Vario
us Values of σoM and χΜ .

σoM(X 103) χΜ A0(X 103) A1(X 103) A2(X 103) A3(X 104)
1.995 90° 4.92 2.53 2.92 8.44
1.977 95° 4.93 2.77 2.91 6.04
1.766 106.78° 5.03 3.33 2.81 0.44
1.306 115° 5.22 3.95 2.63 -5.73

Table D.4.  Parameters for Sample Horizontal Polarization Curves for Fits to σoUB = -1.95
, σoDB = -2.35 (or equivalently σoU = 0.0112 and σoD = 0.004467) For χΜ  = 110° and 

Various Values of σoM or σoMB.

NATURAL 
σoM(X 103) A0(X 103) A1(X 103) A2(X 103) A3(X 104)

1.995 5.24 3.45 2.607 -0.733
1.778 5.15 3.50 2.698 -1.209
1.585 5.07 3.54 2.778 -1.634
1.413 4.99 3.58 2.850 -2.01
1.259 4.93 3.61 2.19 -2.35

LOGARITHMIC 
σoMB a0 a1 a2 a3
-2.70 -2.389 0.249 0.239 -0.049
-2.75 -2.410 0.260 0.260 -0.060
-2.80 -2.43 0.271 0.281 -0.0709
-2.85 -2.453 0.282 0.302 -0.0819
-2.90 -2.472 0.293 0.322 -0.0929
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Table D.5.  Parameters for Sample Horizontal Polarization Curves For Fits to σoUB = -1.9
5, σoDB = -2.35  and σoMB = -2.7 (or Equivalently σoU = 0.0122, σoD = 0.00467 and σ

oM = 0.020) as χΜ  is Varied.
 

NATURAL 
χΜ A0(X 103) A1(X 103) A2(X 104) A3(X 104)
100° 5.00 2.99 2.85 3.85
105° 5.09 3.21 2.75 1.65
115° 5.54 3.73 2.39 -3.57
120° 5.79 4.10 2.05 -7.23

LOGARITHMIC FIT
χΜ a0 a1 a2 a3
100° -2.417 0.196 0.267 0.00399
105° -2.406 0.220 0.256 -0.0205
115° -2.362 0.285 0.212 -0.0849
120° -2.3166 0.3333 0.1666 -0.1333

iii. Graphical Examples
In the following two figures (Parts A through D in Fig. D.1 and Parts A through D in Fig. 
D.2), the graphs show the versatility of four (plus 1) parameter fits for postulated azimuthal 
dependence of backscatter.  All but one of the curves have their maxima at 0° and 180° for a 
given polarization.  For Fig. D.1 the values  at crosswind are fixed and the location of χΜ  is
 varied.  For Fig. d.2, horizontal polarization is used, the values at 0° and 180° are fixed and 
the values of σoM, σoMB, and χΜ  are varied.  The graphs are selected to show that a trunca
ted Fourier series that only uses terms up to the third harmonic provide a large range of pos
sible curves to fit experimental results.  In particular, the value of χM  can range from about 
95° to 110°  for horizontal polarization as, in part, a function of the upwind downwind differ
ence according to Li, et al. (1988), their Fig. 8.  The tables and figures show how these valu
es can be fitted.
Fig. D.1, Parts A through F, provides graphs of some of the curves whose parameters are gi
ven in Table 1 and 2.  Only the values from zero to 180° are shown because the functions ar
e even through the origin.  They can also be continued through reflection at 180° out to 360°
.

Figs. D.1A curve 1, is the graph of σo calculated as a normal variable [Eq. (D.1)] but plotte
d as logarithms as found from Fig. D.1B, curve 1.  Fig. D.1A, curve 3, is the graph of σoB  
fitted as logarithms [Eq. (D.3)], which is converted to natural form as curve 3 in Fig. D.1B. 
 All curves have a minimum at 90° for Figs. D.1A and D.1B.
Curve D.1A-2 is the average of the values for curves D.1A-1 and D.1A-3 and curve D.1B-2
 is the average of curves D.1B-1 and D.1B-3.  The logarithms of the values for curve D.1B-
2 would not equal the values shown for curve D.1A-2. The constants D and E, can be used t
o fit one more point.  At χ = 45° for example, a curve defined by Eq. (B.24) can be made to 
pass through any point between curves D.1A-1 and D.1A-3.
The changes in the shapes of these various curves is most interesting.  Curve D.1B-1, fitted 
naturally, becomes a quite different shape plotted as logarithms that would not be described 
by the sum of three cosine harmonics in curve D.1A-1.  The Seasat SASS azimuthal variatio
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n would give a curve similar to curve D.1A-3 for the first three harmonics, and it is quite pos
sible that all of the rest of the fitting procedure, which was masked by the final form as a G-
H table, tried to supply additional terms that would change curve 1A-3 to curve D.1A-1.  It 
may be that azimuthally varying backscatter data ought to be fitted in terms of natural values
 and that four parameter fits, A0, A1, A2,, A3 (which implies a value for χΜ) will be sufficient
.  This possibility has yet to be demonstrated either empirically or theoretically, but the azim
uthal variation of the SASS-1 model is clearly incorrect for horizontal polarization.
Curves D.1C-1 and D.1C-2 are for natural fits with minima at 90° and 95° plotted in logarit
hmic form.
Curves D.1D-1, D.1D-2 and D.1D-3 are for horizontal polarization fitted to natural values f
or χM at 90°, 100° and 110°.  

Fig. D.1 shows that for the same choice of the values at 0°, 90° and 180° and various values 
of χM there are a large number of different curves that can satisfy the required conditions.

Fig. D.2A shows logarithmic fits with χM = 110° as σoMB varies from -2.7 to -2.9 for five
 different curves.
Fig. D.2B, curves 1 and 2, are natural fits to minima at -2.7B and -2.9B plotted as logarithm
s and Fig. B.2B curves 3 and 4 are logarithmic fits plotted as logarithms.  The regions betw
een curves 1 and 3 and 2 and 4 can be fitted at one more value of χ by appropriate choices o
f E in Eqn. (D.25).

Fig. D.2C shows normal fits plotted logarithmically with the same value of σoM but with χ 
equal to 100°, 105°, 115° and 120°.
Fig. D.2D curve 1 is a normal plot of a logarithmic fit.  Curve 2 is a normal plot of a normal
 fit.  Curve 3 is normal plot of a logarithmic fit, and curve 4 is a normal plot of a normal fit.  
Of all of the curves in these figures, curve 1 of Fig. D.2D is the only one that cannot be use
d since it has a maximum near 30° and not at 0°. It can easily be verified that the curvature is
 positive at 0° from Eq. (D.23).
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Figure D.1. Candidate natural and logarithmic plots to describe azimuthally modulated back
scatter.  Fitted at upwind, downwind and crosswind with a minimum to be at χΜ .

Curve
A1 Natural fit; logarithmic plot.
A3 Logarithmic fit; logarithmic plot.
A2 Average of the logarithmic values.

B1 Natural fit; natural plot.
B3 Logarithmic fit; natural plot.
B2 Average of the natural values.

C1 Natural fit; logarithmic plot; minimum at 90°.
C2 Natural fit; logarithmic plot; Minimum at 100°.

D1 Natural fit; natural plot; minimum at 90°.
D2 Natural fit; natural plot; minimum at 100°.
D3 Natural fit; natural plot; minimum at 110°.
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Figure D.2.  Candidate natural and logarithmic plots to describe azimuthally modulated bac
kscatter fitted at upwind and downwind and for a minimum value at an assigned angle.

Curve
A1-A5 Logarithmic fit; logarithmic plot; minimum at 110°.

 B1 Natural fit; logarithmic plot; minimum at 110°.
 B2 Natural fit; logarithmic plot; minimum at 110°.
 B3 Logarithmic fit; logarithmic plot; minimum at 110°.
 B4 Logarithmic fit; logarithmic plot; minimum at 110°.

 C1 to C4 Natural fit; logarithmic plot; minimum at 100°, 105°, 115° and 120°.

 D1 Logarithmic fit; natural plot; minimum at 120°.
 D2 Natural fit; natural plot; minimum at 120°.
 D3 Logarithmic fit; natural plot; minimum at 100°.
 D4 Natural fit; natural plot; minimum at 100°.
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E. Threshold wind speed and temperature dependance: recent results
The following is a brief summary of recent results obtained by Drs. W.J. Plant and M.A. D
onelan.
An ideal scatterometer would yield a direct measure of the near surface wind (or stress) vect
or so that, carried by a satellite, it would be the ultimate global marine anemometer.  Howeve
r the normalized radar cross section, sigma-0 of a wind excited water surface depends on the
 dominant scattering mechanism and the response of the scatters to many properties of the a
ir-sea interface.  The principal source of energy for the scattering waves is the wind, althoug
h the breaking of larger waves will also generate centimetric scale waves.  The principal dissi
pation mechanisms are wave breaking and viscosity.  Wave breaking limits the slope of all 
waves and is by far the dominant mechanism for strongly forced waves.  In light winds, on t
he other hand, the wave slopes may be too gentle to cause breaking and the dominant dissip
ation mechanism is the viscosity of the surface waters.  In clean water viscosity is principall
y a function of water temperature, but the effective viscosity may be modified by dust on the
 surface or the presence of surfactants.  Finally the longer waves can modulate the energy de
nsity of the short waves and tilt the surface, thereby changing the effective reflectivity to inci
dent microwave radiation.
In this preliminary report we examine the results of a laboratory experiment on radar backsc
atter conducted during April 1996 at the Canada Centre for Inland Waters.  The Ku-band ra
dar response looking upwind and downwind (in turn) at 35°, 45°, and 55° incidence angle w
as explored at various wind speeds and water temperatures.
i. Experimental Set-up
The "Gas Transfer Flume" used has a working section of 32 m length and 76 cm width.  Th
e water depth was 22.5 cm and the air channel height was 62.5 cm.  A 1.5 m section of the t
unnel roof was made of Teflon through which the microwave signals passed.  Looking upwi
nd the microwave footprint on the water was at fetch of 10, 10 and 9.7 m for incidence angle
s of 35°, 45°, and 55°.  Looking downwind, the corresponding fetches were 12.1, 12.4 and 1
2.5 m.  At the end of the experiment these fetches were reduced by 5 m by the addition of a 
floating extension of the floor of the wind tunnel.  Water temperature was varied between 8°
 C and 30° C and the wind speed from 0 to 16 m/s as measured about 20 cm above the surfa
ce.
ii. Threshold wind speed
The glassy appearance of the sea surface in very light winds indicates that the slopes of the 
centimetric waves, which are largely responsible for the microwave reflectivity, are vanishing
ly small.  This clearly indicates that there is a "cut-off" or threshold wind speed below whic
h Bragg scatterers are simply not generated nor sustained.  If this threshold wind speed is d
etermined by a balance between wind forcing and viscous dissipation -- it being intuitively o
bvious that in very light winds wave breaking contributes little to wave dissipation -- the min
imum speed required to sustain waves will depend on the water viscosity and the wavenumb
er of the Bragg waves.  The former depends on the water temperature and the latter on the in
cidence angle of the Ku-band radar.
a.Dependence of threshold wind speed on temperature
Figure E.1a (Run 29) shows sigma-0 at 45° incidence for various wind speeds (measured at
 3 cm above the surface) and water temperature of 8° C, while Figure E.1b (Run 100) shows
 the response at water temperature of 29.4° C. The sharp change in sigma-0 at wind speeds 
around 2 m/s clearly indicates the threshold wind speed.  This threshold wind speed is abou
t 0.35 m/s lower at the higher temperature.  This is just what would be expected, since water 
viscosity decreases with increasing temperature.
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Figure E.1. Sigma-0 versus wind speed at Ku-band looking upwind at 45° incidence.  The a
bscissa is the mean wind speed measured at 3 cm above the mean water level.  (a) Top panel
s: air temperature = 18° C and water temperature = 8° C.  (b) Bottom panels: air temperature
 = 22.7° C and water temperature = 29.4° C.

In Figure E.1, two sets of symbols appear designated as "ramp up" and "ramp down."  This
 refers to the sign of the rate of change of wind speed with time.  In order to explore the res
ponse of sigma-0 to changes in wind speed in a very narrow range near the threshold speed,
 we controlled the fan speed by computer in which the speed was made to increase from zer
o to some preset value ("ramp up") or to decrease to zero from some preset value ("ramp do
wn").  In the latter case the wind was held steady until the wave field at 14 m fetch had come
 to equilibrium.  Consequently, the disappearance of energy in any wavenumber range as the
 wind speed is reduced suggests that particular wavenumber could not be sustained by the w
ind at that level.  In the case of the "ramp up" tests, on the other hand, the first appearance of
 waves at the Bragg wavelength requires the initiation of some surface disturbances by the b
reakdown of the shear layer in the water.  Since this breakdown is a function of fetch -- occ
urring at lower wind speeds at longer fetch -- the sudden rise in sigma-0 with increasing win
d reflects this breakdown.  The fact that the "ramp down" sigma-0 values in the cut-off regio
ns always lie at a lower wind speed than in the corresponding "ramp up" cases means that c
entimetric waves can be sustained at a lower wind speed than that required to initiate them -- 
at least at short typical wind-tank fetches.  Thus, the "ramp down" cases more closely reflect
 what may happen at open ocean fetches and, unless otherwise stated, it is these that we will 
discuss.
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Figure E.2. Sigma-0 versus wind speed at Ku-band looking upwind.  The abscissa is the me
an wind speed measured at 3 cm above the mean water level.  (a) Top panels: incidence angl
e = 35°, air temperature = 23.8° C and water temperature = 26.7° C.  (b) Bottom panels: inci
dence angles = 55°, air temperature = 24.0° C and water temperature = 27.8° C.

b. Dependence of threshold wind speed on incidence angle
Figure E.2 (Runs 106 and 102) show the sigma-0 response to wind for 35° and 55°, respect
ively.  The corresponding Bragg wavenumbers are 3.6 and 5.1 cm-1.  Thus, the Bragg wave
number at 55° incidence is only 43% larger than that at 35° incidence.  The cut-off speed is 
certainly larger in Figure E.2b (Run 102) at 55° incidence than in Figure E.2a (Run 106) at 
35° incidence.  Figure 4 and equation (13) of Donelan and Pierson (1987) give the cut-off (
"threshold") wind speeds for Ku-band at various incidence angles.  The speeds are given at 
one half wavelength or approximately 1 cm.  In Figure E.2, the speeds were measured at 3 c
m and so would be somewhat larger than those in Donelan and Pierson (1987).  These are 
1.29 and 1.50 m/s for 35° and 55°, respectively.  Using a roughness length of 0.002 cm, the 
speeds at 3 cm would be 1.55 and 1.92 m/s.  The threshold speeds from Figure E.2 (when s
igma-0 just rises above the noise level of about -57 dB) are 1.4 and 1.65 m/s.
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iii. Conclusions
These results establish that at moderate incidence angles the microwave radar return quickly 
decreases below a "threshold" wind speed.  For steady winds, this represents the low limit o
f usefulness of scatterometers as anemometers.  When the winds are variable, curves such a
s those shown in the above figures (but on linear scales)  must be multiplied by the probabil
ity distribution of the wind speed and integrated to determine what cross section will be mea
sured in any particular case.  This means that such precipitous drops in cross section will be
 smoothed by wind variability and that the threshold wind speed at which a relatively stable c
ross section can be obtained may be somewhat higher than the stable wind values.  The thre
shold wind speeds for steady winds decrease with increasing water temperature and increase
 with incidence angle or Bragg wavenumber as predicted by Donelan and Pierson (1987).  
Further analysis is continuing to explore the relative effects of long waves and the behavior 
of sigma-0 versus u*, U(λ/2) or U10.
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